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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVI No. 298
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
today passed a congressional compromise
bill extending 1975 tax cuts into the new
ear after killing a new Republican bid on
behalf of President Ford's proposed
spending ceiling.
Passage came on voice vote. The
measure was sent to the Senate where
swift final approval is expected to send the
measure to President Ford, who has said
he will veto it.
Speaker Carl Albert said shortly before
House passage that chances are pretty
good Congress will override the veto.
Albert said he had no advance vote
count, but told reporters: "I sense ...
sitting up there in the chair ... that quite a
few Republicans would like to be re-
In Our 96th Year
elected next year."
Shortly after Albert's comments, the
House briefly debated the bill, which lacks
a tie to a federal spending ceiling that Ford
insists upon.
Just before final debate began the
House, by 232 to 172, denied Republican
leaders an opportunity to attach the
spending ceiling to the six-month measure,
previously approved by a Senate-House
conference committee.
Americans may see their taxes increase
on Jan. 1 unless the lawmakers can
override a presidential veto.
"The issue now is whether taxpayers get
a big tax increase in January," House
Ways and Means Committee Chairman Al
Ullman, D-Ore., said Tuesday.
(See Taxes, Page 14f
Joy Kelso Named Winner
Of Conservation Contest
Joy Kelson, age 13, eighth grade student
at Southwest Elementary, was the
Calloway County winner in the 1975
Conservation Essay Contest, according to
Albert Wilson, chairman of the Calloway
County Conservation District. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Kelso.
Second place winner in the county was
Kenny Orr, student at Calloway County
JOY KELSO
High School. Third place winner was Mitzi
Newsome, student at North Elementary,
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
Newsome.
The contest is sponsored by the Calloway
Conservation District, the Courier-
Journal, the Louisville Times, WHAS and
WHAS - TV in cooperation with the State
Department of Education.
Joy has won a $25 savings bond fur-
nished by the Courier-Journal, and her
essay will compete with other county
winners for state prizes.
There were 256 essays written in the
county. The subject was "Land - My
Community's Heritage: Yesterday,
Today, and Tomorrow."
The following are first, second, and third
place winners in the schools participating
in the contest:
Calloway County High — First, Kenny
Orr; second, Charles Enoch; third,
Beverly Penny.
Southwest Elementary — first, Joy
Kelso; *wend, Mike Rogers; third.
Datilletta Morris.
Murray Middle — first, Kathren
Roberts.
North Elementary — first, Mitzi
Newsome; second, Marcia Cunningham.
University School — first Kellie Overby;
second, Ben Underwood; third, Brett
Puckett.
Norman Frazier, age 9, a fourth grade
student at North Elementary school was
the Calloway County winner in the 1975
Conservation Poster Contest according to
Wilson. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
LeRoy Frazier. Second place winner in the
county poster contest was Nicky San-
tagado, a student at Murray Middle
School.
Norman will receive a wood plaque from
the Courier-Journal, and his poster will
compete with other county winners for
state prizes.
There were 63 posters prepared by
students in grades one through five in
Calloway County.
SANTA VISITS CHILDREN—Santa Claus paid a visit to the children at the lack
and Jill Day Care Center this morning much to the delight of those present. The
Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Tr smut Phi Severity has arranged for Santa to
pay visits to local parties between now and Christmas Eve when he must make
his annual journey around the world. Any group wishing to receive a visit from
Santa should call 753-1352.
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon December 17, 1975
HREMBS CALLED—Murray City Firemen were called Tuesday to the home of
Brandon Dill, 413 Sycamore, where a fire of unknown origin caused heavy
damage to one room of the house. The blaze was extinguished with the booster.
Staff Photo by David MN
15 Per Copy
Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston said he
expects new regulations to be published
this week by the Agriculture Department
making the City of Murray eligible for a
variety of home loans under the Farmers
Home Administration.
Previously, the City of Murray had been
ineligible because its population was in
excess of 10,000 however, the new
regulations will raise the population limit
to 20,000.
Huddleston said nine Kentucky com-
munities previously excluded will not be
eligiblit for FHA housing assistance.
Among the six programs covered by the
new regulations are single family housing
loans, self-help loans, site loans and home
repair loans.
The fight to include the additional cities
began with passage of the 1974 Housing
and Community Development Act
3 Sections — 30 Pages
specifying that the population
requirements be increased, however, FHA
has delayed implementing this provision,
claiming it did not have adequate staff.
Huddleston and others on the Senate and
House Appropriations Committee then
included additional funds to carry out the
Congressional directive. Huddleston and
other members of the agriculture com-
mittee also pressured Agriculture
Secretary Earl Butz to implement the
intent of Congress.
Once the regulations are published
(expected today or tomorrow) a 30-day
lay-over period is required so that any
comments for or against them may be
registered with the agriculture depart-
ment.
If there is no opposition to the new
regulations, they will become effective at
the end of the period.
Mid-Year Graduates At
Murray State Announced
A total of 444 students have filed ap-
plications for degrees at Murray State
University at mid-year.
Among the candidates are 337 for
bachelor's degrees, 94 for master's
degrees, and 13 for associate degrees.
They represent 14 states and six foreign
countries.
First Class Postal Rates To Remain
At 10 Cents Under Ruling By Sirica
WASHINGTON (AP) — The cost of
mailing a letter will remain at 10 cents
indefinitely under a court ruling that could
mark the end of Saturday mail delivery.
U.S. District Court Judge John J. Sirica
on Tuesday blocked postal rate increases
scheduled for Dec. n, including a rise in
the first-class letter rate from 10 to 13
cents. Postal officials say they will appeal.
The decision is the latest in a series of
blows to the financially troubled Postal
Service. The service, which had expected
to lose $1.4 billion this fiscal year even with
the higher rates, says it will have a $2.6-
billion deficit without them.
Postmaster General Benjamin F. Bailar
has said the Postal Service might not be
able to afford continuation of Saturda)
delivery even with an increase in postal
rates. He indicated further fiscal problems
could lead to an early halt in Saturday
service.
After. Bailar made that statement, he
received a bill for workmen's com-
pensation payments $161 million higher
than expected. That was before Sirica's
decision.
The court decision will cost the Postal
Service nearly $7 million every day the
higher rates are delayed, a spokesman
said.
A trailer belonging to Sue Brauch was
gutted by fire Wednesday morning ac-
cording to officials of the Calloway Count
Fire-Rescue Squad.
The trailer, located in Shady Oaks
Trailer Court caught fire around 7 a. m.
and units of both the City Fire Department
and the Rescue Sqhad responded to the
call. The cause of the blaze was ap-
parently some object covering a space
heater in the bedroom of the trailer.
Miss Brauch escaped unharmed from
the burning trailer to summons
firefighters. While the fire destroyed one
end of the structure, heat and smoke
caused most of the damage to the kitchen
and dining areas.
Responding with one city fire truck were
firemen Ricky Clark and Harrell Hill.
Responding with the three Rescue Squad
trucks were: Floyd Garland, Kenn)
Collins, Bud Miller, Sam Smith, Mike
Farley, Max Dowdy, Jim Green, Loyd
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If llirica's ruling is upheld on appeal, the
Postal Servke must once again file for
new rates with the Postal Rate Com-
mission, The new rates could be put into
effect no sooner than 90 days after the
filing.




Jesse Stuart's latest book, "My World,"
has been dedicated "to Murray State
University and the people of the City of
Murray."
In the book, which is published by the
Bicentennial Bookshelf, Stuart destribes
his travels through the Jackson Purchase
as well as the rest of Kentucky.
He also discusses his visits to Murray,
his participation in workshops at MSU and
his recovery from a heart attack he suf-
fered during one trip to Murray.
"I believe that if I had not been at
Murray in the Jackson Purchase when
had my heart attack, I wouldn't be alive
today," Stuart said.
Very Cold Tonight
Decreasing cloudiness and very cold
tonight. Lows 5 to 10. Partly cloudy and
cold Thursday. Highs in the low to mid 20s
The outlook for Thursday is for partly
cloudy skies and a little warmer tem-
peratures.
delay of 90 days would cost about $600
million and accelerate the deficit rate,
which already is at a record level.
In halting the Postal Service's planned
Dec. 28 increase, Sirica ruled that required
steps prior to a rate hike were not taken.
A 1970 law orders the Postal Service to
get approval of its board of governors for
any new rates before filing for the increase
with the Postal Rate Commission. The
Postal Service only discussed the general
outline of new rates with the governors,
Sirica said.
"The board must have before it for its
consideration at the time it approves the
request, the specific rate and fees to be
requested, together with supporting data
and documentation," Sirica said.
In addition to invalidating the higher
postal rates, Sirica also struck down the
Postal Service's plan to raise fees on Jan. 3
on a number of other services, including
registered, insured, C.O.D. and certified





Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, said the exact number of
graduates will be determined when school
officials have completed a check of each
candidate's credentials to certify that all
graduation requirements have been met.
No formal mid-year graduation exercise
is held at Murray State. Students who
graduate at the conclusion of the fall
semester receive degrees by mail and
have the option to return in May to par-
ticipate in cap and gown ceremonies.
Among the candidates are the following
62 from Callowto C.au4g:
Bachelor's Degrees
Linda Allen Anderson, Jeffrey Glen
Barber, Gary G. Barton, John C. Beach,
Thomas K. Bowers, A. Gray Cassity,
James Towing Chim, Bonnie Sue Cohoon,
Jackie D. Cooper, Melinda Pryor Cox,
Jill Craig, H. B. Darnell, William C.
Ecevido, Stephen Roy Finkle, John
Michael Finley, Jean Ellen Gowans,
Rebecca Ann Hogancamp, Patricia
McCann Hosford, James Jay Jarrell,
Thomas A. Jones,
Dayton Lasater, Karen J. McClure,
Mary Elizabeth McKinney, John Charles
McNeely, Sherry Zan Mitchell, Sharon
Keylon Moore, Sheung-fai Ng, Ronald
Paul Orr, Virginia Lucy Piech,
Karen Sue Pricer, Bert Kimball Prokop,
Susan McCann Schappert, Marsha Jo
Sledd, Sherry Diane Smith, Steven Wayne
Smotherrnan,
Jennifer R. Spencer, Jackie William
Stanley, Barry Don Stokes, Kazem Nadji
Tehrani,
Rebecca Chaney Vance, Keith Adair
Vasseur, and Michael Zinkovich.
Master's Degrees
Egbe Thomas Ehikhrunetalor, William
Stephen Ellis, John Hilton Espey, Lashlee
B. Foster, Wei Kao, Benjamin Thomas
Kirunan, Fleda Kay Lowe, Donald Wayne
McCallon,
Gary Warren Melton, Walker Lowrance
Newton III, Linda Diane Riley, Gary Dean
Robertson, Herman Wardell Scroggins,
Adedoyin Ola Sonaike, James Thomas
Summersgill, Prempracha Supasamout,
Clara Adams Williams, and James
Quentin Wilson.
Associate Degrees
Debra Cunningham, Vickie C Lance,
and Edna Jean Miller
SENIOR alums BAND—The Murray Senior Citizens band presented a Christmas concert at the Calloway County
Public library Tuesday. Members of the band played bells, triangles, drums, rhythm blocks and other instruments. 
Mrs
Lille Farris is director of the band and Mrs. Thrya Crawford is the pianist. •
Staff Photo by David Hdl




By Mrs. R. D. Key
Nov. 24, 117/5
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
children, Ginger and Guy, of
Nashville, Tenn., visited the
Glynn Orrs over the weekend.
Other visitors were R. D. Key,
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr,
Rickie and Bryan, Mrs. Warren
Sykes, Mrs. Susan Lee, Mr. and
Mrs. Jackie Wilson and baby,
and Mr. and Mrs. Rollin Jones.
Mrs. R. D. Key was in Paris,
Tenn., Monday to see Dr.
Newman. She has been having
trouble for several weeks with
bronchitis.
Mrs. Ann Paschall and
children visited Mrs. Ella
Morris and Jessie Wednesday
afternoon.
Mrs. GeraIda Smyth of
Louisville visited Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Holley over the
weekend.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee were
dinner guests of the R. D. Keys
Sunday.
Mrs. Frances Deering of
Detroit, Mich., is spending a
few days with her mother, Mrs.
Ovie Wilson. Other visitors to
see Mrs. Wilson Sunday af-
ternoon were Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson and Lavettia and
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key.
Mrs. Clara Wicker fell
Saturday when her chair turned
over with her and cut her head
real bad. She was rushed to
Henry County Hospital by
ambulance and was admitted
for a few days. Her son, Ancil, is
staying with her and he is
almost blind and so is his 93
year old mother, but they live at
home together and do their
work of keeping house and
cooking. Ancil says we are
happy, we have no right to
complain, just thankful
everything is as well as it is. We
wish her a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Katherene Holley, Mrs.
Warren Sykes, R. D. Key, and
Miss Linda Hayes visited Mrs.
Ella Morris and daughter,
Jessie, on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
and son, Kenny, visited the
'Milford Orrs Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins,
and Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and
daughter, Jessie, Sunday af-
ternoon. Visitors on Monday
were Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs.
Susan Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall visited the Morris
Jenkins' Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
children, Guy and Ginger,
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and
family Saturday.
Sorry to hear of Mrs. Cordia
Morris being in the Henry
County Hospital. She was ad-
mitted Friday night.
Bardon Nance is improving in
Henry County Hospital after
suffering a heart attack several
days ago. Mrs. Nance and his
children are with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
visited friends in Memphis,
Tenn., Saturday.
Mrs. Ruby Owen visited Mrs.
R. D. Key Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lankford of
Paris, Tenn., visited the Gurvis
Paschalls Sunday. They went to
paducah in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Rickie Orr and
son and Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
Orr and son visited the Tellus
Orr's Sunday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall is im-
proving after two weeks in bed
with her back trouble. She
wants to thank each one for
their visits, calls, cards, and
prayers, and especially to the
ones that have cared for her and
her mother and that have taken
her to the doctor during her
illness. May God bless you all is
my prayer.
"God never sends a heavy
burden to weight us down
without offering his mighty arm
to lift us up."
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
have its Christmas dinner party
at the Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 18
Businesi and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
6:30 p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
TONITE IS
IICIAIPIPI1  ENDS TONITE
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Mr. and Mrs. Charlie B. Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie B. Adams of Murray Route Seven will ob-
serve their sixteith wedding anniversary on Thursday, December
18. No formal celebration is planned.
The couple was married December 18, 1915, in Henry County,
Tenn., by Rev. T. H. Davis. The ceremony was read as the couple
sat in their buggy with their attendants, Mrs. T. H. Davis and Jim
Adams.
Mrs. Adams is the former Dolly Lillian Stephens. Mr. Adams is
a former member of the Kentucky State Patrol and the Kentucky
Revenue Service. They are members of the Sinking Spring Bap-
tist Church.
The Calloway couple have two daughters, Mrs. Alton (Velma)
Paschall of Murray and Mrs. Betty Jane Morris, seven grand-
children, and twelve great grandchildren.
Thursday, December 18
Senior citizens will have a
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
Community Center at 11:30
a.m. No gift exchange.
Everyone attending asked to
make a donation of 25 cents to
help pay for supplies. If can not
prepare a dish may make a
larger donation to be used to
buy extra food.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will
meet at the Ellis Center at 7:30
p.m.
Thursday, December 18
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Christmas program by music
students of Mrs. Margery
Shown at the University School
will be at the school auditorium
from seven to nine p.m.
Marie Taylor, pianist, will
give her holiday presehtation,
"A Christmas Fantasy," at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 1:30 p.m.
Magazine Club will meet with
Mrs. Henry McKenzie at two
p.m.
Women of Moose will have a
potluck supper with a three
dollar gift exchange at the lodge
hall.
Murray Sub-District UMYF
will meet at the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church at
seven p.m.
Friday, December 19
Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Memorial Baptist
Church will have its party at the
Community Room, Federal
Savings Building, at six p.m.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Christmas Ball will be from
nine p.m. to one a.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall. For
information call Mrs. Del
Flething, Mrs. Lyle Underwood,
or Mrs. Tom Muehlernan.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and Kroger
will be at 9:30 a.m. and to Big K
and downtown will be at 12:30
p.m.
Saturday, December 20
Winsome Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church will
have its party at the home of
Guy and June Cunningham.
Suburban Homemaker i Club
will have its Christmas dinner
at the home of Mrs. Robert
Hendon at six p.m.
ROBINSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Robinson
of Murray Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Brad
Andrew, weighing eight pounds
two ounces, born on Thursday,
December 11, at 4:04 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway Hospital.
The new father is employed in
the trucking department of the
Ryan Milk Company. They have
one daughter, Lisa Michele, age
eight, and another son, Patrick
Darren, age four.
Grandparents are Mrs. Helix
Robinson of 1108 Vine Street,
Murray, and Mr. and Mr.
Doris Ezell of Murray Route
Two. Great grandmothers are
Mrs. Lois Williams af Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, and




Terrific new party put-
togethers don't have to
have budget-shattering




Update last year's party
favorites with several new
separates. The addition of a
gala holiday top or bottom
and perhaps the purchase
of a very special accessory
can turn last year's clothes
into this year's smash
looks.
Make your own holiday
spirit with party sew-ups
You don't have to be an
experienced seamstress to
create clothes from the new
quick-and-easy party
patterns found at your local
fabric shop.
Try your hand at knitting
or crocheting a totally
unique party sweater or
evening wrap. A pretty
shawl, fringed or plain,
would be an easy addition
to your wardrobe.. Shop the
lingerie and loungewear
departments of your
favorite store for superbly
designed, soft and sensuous
bed-Clothes with opacity
enough to make them
exquisite evening things.
Add a long slip as a liner if
its needed. The result will
be a lot of fashion at an
affordable price
Invest in sleek, graceful
classics and you won't have
to spend a lot of money on
extras. All you'll need to
dress them up or down are
simple accessory touches
Remember: the old
adage "less is more" still
holds true for party
dressing. By resisting the
urge to overindulge with
jewelry, belts, and bags (as
well as makeup, fragrance,
and complicated hairdosl.
you'll find that more of the









FATIGUES - The army look, in
faded shades of khaki, natural
and olive, is making high
fashion appearances in pants
suits, trench sweaters, sporty T-
Shirts and long, roulade dresses
and skirts. But the fatigue look
so popular need not be
fatiguing. Washable, easy-care
fabrics make these garments a
pleasure to own. The army




Choosing the right fabric for
drapery is most important. The
texture of the fabric determines
how your drapes hang. If they
are made of fabrics that are too
crisp, they may jut but in an
awkward position. Softer, more
flexible fabrics are ideal for
draped designs. But if the fabric
Ls too thin or sleazy, it will
eventually hang limp and
lifeless. Nubby textures will soil
more quickly. However, they
will not show the soil as readily
as smooth fabrics, particularly
if they contain a mixture of
color. —Mildred W. Potts,
LaCenter.
+++++
If you will be preparing a
frozen turkey for that special
Holiday meld, thaw it in the
refrigerator or in a water-tight
bag in cold water.Allow 1-2 days
in the refrigerator for thawing
the whole turkey or the turkey
breast. Allow 3-9 hours for the
turkey leg or 12-18 hours for the
boneless roast. Remember, this
handy time schedule for getting
your holiday turkey baked on




Prepare ahead for those
busy pre-Christmas days and
they will be more happy and
less hectic. A well stocked
freezer allows time for shop-
ping and socializing by short-
cutting meal preparation.
Operate immediately on the
"make two-freeze one" theory
every time you prepare a
baked ground beef entree
such as loaf, meat balls or
casserole. Also carefully
wrap leftover beef and freeze
to convert into such company
treats as enchiladas, crêpes
or open-face Danish sand-
wiches.
Check the date!!! If you're
using yeast—either dry
granular or compressed, check
the package dates because, for
best results, the yeast should be




There is good news for the two
out of three women in the U.S.
today who are over weight.
Store executives are becoming
increasingly aware of the
potential market for garments
for larger women. Designs wIJ
be made with variation* le
waist lines or made without
definite waistlines. They will
have larger armholes and wider
sleeves. Shirts and pants will be
made with elastic at the waist
instead of waistbands and extra
fabric will be placed in pants
between waist and inner seam
to allow for larger stomach
area. The fashion will be up-to-
date and better fashion color
and fabric design will be
available in these larger-size
lines. —Mrs. Juanita Amonett,
Paducah.
+++++
TAKING CARE OF A SICK
CHILD Be calm and gentle with
a sick child. It is natural for an
anxious mother to feel worried
over a child who is ill, especially
when she is not sure what is
wrong with him. But she should
try not to let the child know that
she is worried, because a sick
child, just as much as a well
child, needs to feel secure and in
calm, capable, and loving
hands. Throughout his illness he
should feel the love and
protection of his parents and
when he begins to get well, he
should be helped to take up his
ordinary responsibilities
gradually. —Mrs. Sue Fraser,
BardwelL
+++++
Parana Pot An old coffee pot
(stove top variety) is excellent
for melting paraffin. Wax pours
easily from the spout, and you
can store the remainder in the
pot until next use. —Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, Murray.
To Be Married
Mr. and Mrs. Columbus Waldrup of Murray Route Three an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their eldest
daughter, Donna Kaye, to Randy Milton Wright, son of Mr. and
Mrs. David Wright, 414 South Sixteenth Street, Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School and Is employed as assistant head cashier at the Jim
Adams IGA Southside. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lela
Waldrup and Roy Bogard of Murray.
Mr. Wright, a graduate of Murray High School, is presently a
sophomore at Murray State University and is also employed by
Jim Adams IGA South.side. He is the grandson of Mrs. Pearl John-
son of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Wright of Terre Haute,
Ind.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, March 26, at six
p.m. at the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ. A reception in
the multi-purpose room of the church will follow the ceremony.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all friends and



































































































Trellis McCuiston of Murray
has an interesting display of
Avon bottles arranged for
viewing now at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Mr. McCuiston is a collector
(*both old and new Avon bottles
and he possesses hundreds of
then.
Included in the display is a
very rare wooden shaving bowl
and an old-fashioned barber
bottle. He owns many
duplicates and states he is
willing to buy or trade some.
The public is invited to come
by the library anytime during
the next two weeks to view this






Moore-Wells Wedding Vows To
Be Solemnized Here Saturday
The wedding of Miss Sharon
Moore, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Moore of Murray, and
Paul Wells will be solemnized
on Saturday, December 20, at
two p.m. at the First Baptist
Church.
Rev. Robert S. Moore of
Anderson, S.C., grandfather of
the bride-elect, will officiate at
the double ring ceremony.
Music will be by Tim Gualdoni,
organist, and Miss Becky
Hogancamp, soloist.
Miss Moore will be given in
marriage by her father.
'Dew. -Atibt
By Abigail Van Buren
Be My Valentine,
Not My Buddy
DEAR ABBY: I am 23 and have recently met a very
attractive, intelligent, sensitive 21-year-old woman.
So what's my problem? Our relauonship seems to be on
two levels. My feeling for her is on a romantic level, but she
says she wants to keep our relationship on a friendship
level.
I am content to wait and let our relationship grow, but
my friends advise me to quit seeing her. What do you say?
HOPEFUL BUT UNCERTAIN
DEAR HOPEFUL: Continue to see her and if she doesn't
get on your level by St. Valentine's Day, level with her. Tell
her you want a sweetheart, not a buddy.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter has been keeping steady
company with a young man for the last three years. They
met at college and both graduated last June.
We have never met David's parents, although we've
talked to them on the phone. They seem like nice people.
David now has a good job. I told him I'd like to meet his
parents, and he said he'd get us together "soon."
Meanwhile, months go by and we haven't met them yet.
When my wife told David we'd like to invite his parents
to our horrie, he said his father was rather "unfrieudly" and
it would be better it we inet at the wedding! Ablw, my
daughter doesn't even have a ring, and no official -
announcement of her engagement was ever made, so a
"wedding" is a long way off.
He told me he loved our daughter and his intentions were
honorable, but when I asked when they were getting
engaged, he said, That will have to wait. I'm fresh out of
college and only just started work."
Abby, I told my wife if David has serious intentions with
our daughter, we'd have met his parents already. My wife
says I should keep out of it —kids do things differently
nowadays. Our daughter says she loves him but isn't
pushing for marriage. I say if he loved her, he'd become
engaged even if they couldn't marry for five years. What do
you say?
DELAWARE DAD
DEAR DAD: I'm on your wife's side. Don't preseure
David. He'a obviously not financially ready for marriage.
Etiquette doesn't demand that parents meet until the
couple becomes officially engaged. As long as your daughter
is satisfied, butt out, Dad.
DEAR ABBY: Recently I lent my ID to a friend and he
got into trouble while carrying my ID in his wallet.
It has caused me a lot of trouble, and now my name is in
records and files where I don't want it to be.
I was stupid. Please print this letter so other people will
think about the consequences before lending out their ID's.
DUMB BUT LEARNING
DEAR DUMB: Done!
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
self-addressed, stamped 120t envelope.
Miss Donna Boyd will serve
as maid of honor, Mrs. Gail
Eveland and Mrs. Cindy
Cameron as bridesmaids, and
Miss Bettie Moore, sister of the
bride-elect, as junior
bridesnuliti.
Best man will be Michael L
Hyde. Groomsmen will be
Harold S. Wells and Carson
Toler, and Doug Moore, brother
of the bride-elect, will be junior
groomsman.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the fellowship hall
of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
Prenuptial events held in
honor of the bride-elect include
the following:
Personal shower by Mies
Cindy McDaniel and Miss
Kathy Rogers at the Rogers'
home on North Sixteenth Street.
Coke party given by
Mesdames W. Rudolph Howard,
M. C. Garrott, Durward Beatty,
and Charles Hale at the Howard
Home.
Coffee given by Mesdames
Thomas Hogancamp, James
Rogers, Charles McDaniel,
Paul Lyons, Jr., G. T. Moody,
Bernice Wisehart, and W. J.
Pitman at the Hogancamp
home.
Luncheon hosted by Miss
Hazel Tarry and Mrs. Stanford
Andrus at the Tarry home.
Kitchen shower given by
Harvest Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church at the
church parlor. Miss Moore's
mother is class teacher.
Vows To Be Read
Miss Janet Sue Williams
and Randall James Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Williams, Sr , of New Concord announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest daughter,
Janet Sue, to Randall James Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Cecil Miller of Sedalia.
Miss Williams is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is currently employed at Cypress Springs Resort.
Mr. Miller is a 1973 graduate of Sedalia High School and is
currently self employed ass farmer.
The wedding will be solemnised on Friday, January 324.,at 7:30
p.m. at the Lebanon Church of Christ near Sedalia. A reception
will follow at the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
Down Concord Way—
McClure Family Has Reunion
By Estelle Spiceland
December 1, 1975
Thanks to the kindness of
mimagers of Federal Saving
ari4óksgf1tSon was
very upset there at a
McClure nitsion.
Seventrane relatives of the
last two remaining brothers,
Fred and Dane McClure,
registered before the perfect
day ended.
Entertainment was furnished
by McClure musicians, Randy,
Gary, Tony, and Lloyd, which
was followed by old fashioned
gospel singing by cousins from
far and near.
As the sun set, the evening
closed with all joining hands at
James Wiseharts suggestion
while Grayson McClure gave




were enjoyed that day, we are
certain.
Gene and Julie Covina,
teachers, invited the Otis, Oury,
Guy, and Rainey Lovins and the
Linus Spicelands to share their
turkey dinner in their lovely
country home where a cheerful
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Texas visiting her sister,
Gertie, 82, and family.
Mary Montgomery was a
guest for turkey dinner at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Adams of Murray.
The Billy Kingins and Eurie
Smiths have killed hogs, so
perhaps saved some turkey
lives.
Charles Farris, a retired
colonel living in New Concord,
attending Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church,
leaves for a tour to the Holy
Land with a group soon.
By way of television we have
attended Billy Graham's
Crusade in Texas. He made the
story of Jonah as interesting as
the horror movie, "Jaws."
Read Jonah. And we hope the
football coach and quarterback
Mr. and Mrs. Charley who have appeared on Billy's
Stubblefield spent the week in program are samples of all
athletes.
We hear that the iiitchcotk
family of the Red Country
*dusk Barn near Concord is
moving to the former Nance
home here bought by the late
Keys Patterson.
And Floyd McClure's big
Concord Garage which has been
of so much service to so many
people is for sale. It has many
potentials in lake country.
Now Bing Crosby has already
been singing, ''I'm Dreaming
Of A White Christmas."
We realize that for many it
will be a sad Christmas for
many chairs have been left
empty the past year.
We do not send Christmas
cards to many, but our thoughts
and our sympathy are with the
sick; the sad, and the lonely.
O.'1'his, too, shall pass away."
Tau Phi Lambda Holds
Meet; Officers Given
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
met November 24 at Glenda
Smith's house with Jackie
Goodwin serving as co-hostess.
The meeting was called to order
with the roll being answered by
fifteen members.
Preceeding the business
meeting, a pledge ceremony
was held for the new pledges.
Bettye Baker, Donna Johnson
and Paula Cook.
The minutes of October were
read and approved. The
treasurer's report was given by
Peggy Shoemaker. A report
was given on the skating party
for the Rangers and
Rarigerettes. Forty children
were present.
Carol McDougal reported on
the Christmas Dance scheduled
Friday, December 12, at the
Woodmen Building from 8-12 p
m. with the Commonwealth
Band performing.
Cynthia Hart reported that
Ann Spann has resigned from
the Drug Council and Paula
Cook volunteered as thr
representative to the Council
Carol McDougal reported on
the Kentucky Little Mis>
Pageant to be held at Lovett
Auditorium on April 11, 1976, at
2:30 p. m. The punch party will
be held at Pagliai's Pizza at 7:00
p. m. on April 9. Interviews by
the judges will be held at 2 00 p.
m. with rehearsal at 4:30 p. m.
at Lovett Auditorium on April
10.
-Committee chairmen are.
Diana Lyons, interv4ws; Jean
Richerson and Donna Garland,
punch party; Ann Spann,
mistress of ceremonies, Dinah
Westerman and Donna John-
son, registration information.
Glenda Smith listed the slate
Of officers for 1978 as follows:
Past President - Edna
Bogard; president - Cynthia
Hart; vice president - Carol
McDougal; secretary - Diana
Lyons; treasurer - Phyllis
Whitney; first trustee - Bettye
Baker; second trustee - Jackie
Goodwin; third trustee - Donna
Johnson; escort - Charlie
Robertson; watchman - Martha
Andrus; sentry - Donna
Garland; musician - Melody
Swift.
The Christmas meeting was
scheduled December 8 at 6:30 p.
m. at the home of Martha An-
drus with Arm Spann as co-
hostess.
Refreshments were served




sweeteners makes food taste
bitter. To avoid this, add only a
small amount at. a time and
taste often until the desired
sweetness is reached. Sugar
substitutes also cause bit-











Delta Kappa Gamma Chapter Has
Auction At Meet, Holiday Inn
The Gamma Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma had a luncheon
meeting at the Holiday Inn,
Murray, on Saturday,
December 6, with the president,
Dr. Helene H. Visher,
presiding.
Following a short business
session, an auction of items both
donated and bought by the
members was held, with Miss
Clara Eagle the auctioneer;
and, Dr. Alice Koenecke and
Dr. Alta Presson the assistants.
The recorder was Mrs. Verde
Happy, who was assisted by
Miss Lorene Swann and Miss
Mary Lassiter.
A significant part of the
1404.55 collected from this sale
will be used to provide a
scholarship for a worthy person
preparing to be a teacher.
The highlight at the con-
clusion of the auction was the
drawing for the prizes, which
included a sterling silver
pendant, set with turquoise,
handcrafted and given by Miss
Clara Eagle; a $25 bond, by the
Peoples Bank; a mint julep cup,
by the Bank of Murray; and
other gifts from the following:
Tea Honors Miss Hamilton Who
Will Be Married Here Saturday
Miss Patricia Hamilton who
will be married to Lawrence
Ray Moore of Princeton on
Saturday, December 20, at
seven p.m. at the First Baptist
Church, Murray, was the
honoree at a delightfully
planned tea held at the home of
Mrs. Art Lee on Main Street,
Murray, on Saturday,
December 6.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mesdames Lee,
Gillard Ross, Marvin Harris,
Brent Outland, Charles Hale,
James A. Rogers, and Alivs E.
Jones.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
James E. Hamilton of Murray,
and her grandmother, Mrs.
Willie Brandon of Hazel. The
bride-elect chose to wear a
yellow floor length dress
trimmed in white lace and was
presented a corsage of white
and yellow carnations by the
hostesses. Her mother wore a
gold print floor length dress and
her grandmother a rust print
street length dress and were
both presented hostesses' gift
corsages of white carnations.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a white
linen cloth and centered with an
arrangement of yellow pc i
porns and daisy mums in a
silver bowl flanked by white
candles in silver holders.
Yellow punch was served with
white cake, nuts, and mints.
About fifty persons signed the
register which was placed on a
marble top antique table
adorned with an arrangement
of yellow daisy mums in the
entrance hall of the Lee home.
Eastern Star Chapter Confers
Two Degrees At Regular Meeting
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met
on Tuesday, December 9, at
7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
Mrs. Frances Churchill,
worthy matron, presided during
the opening and closing
ceremonies. Dee Lamb, worthy
patrol protem, presided during
the conferring of degrees.
The degrees of the order were
conferred on two new members,
Jackie Jones and Sanera Jones.
Other members filling the
following offices were Judith
Jackson, associate matron
protem, Charles Jackson,




Sybil Lasater, associate con-
ductress, Marilyn Lasater,
chaplain, Twila Coleman,
inarshall, Mary Louise Short,
organist, Pat Henley, Adah,
Opal Emerine, Ruth protem,
Paula Arnett, Esther, Marie
Jones, Martha, Irene Tucker,
Elects, Bobby Evans, warder,
Albert Crider, sentinel protein.
Visiting members present
were from Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 and Cuba Chapter No.
519.
Hostesses were Mrs. June





Assoc-Wee Press Food Ethos
DINNER FOR FOUR
Dominican Chicken Rice










In an electric blender puree
the strawberries. Pour over the
pineapple. There will be about
1 cup strawberry puree and Pi
cups pineapple chunks slightly
packed down or about 36 pieces
— ample for 4 servings.
Mademoiselle Shop, The
Treasure House, Special Oc-
casion LTD, Littleton's, The
Showcase, Town and Country,
and The Cherry's.
In addition to five guests,
sixty-one members attended:
Mrs. Georgia Adams, Mrs.
Evelyn Allbritten, Miss Birdie
Ashbrook, Miss Ruby Ashbrook,
Miss Patti Bolin, Miss Evelyn
Bradley, Mrs. Nellie Ruth
Caldwell, Miss Ruth E. Cole,
Mrs. Katie Mae Doran, Mrs.
Dulcie Douglass, Miss Clara
Eagle, Mrs. Gela Ellis, Miss
Alice Sue Fairless, Mrs. Myrtell
Futrell, Miss Vanda Gibson,
Mrs. Verde Head Happy, Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, Miss Rozella
Henry, Mrs. lAda Belle Hodges,
Mrs. Desiree Hosick, Mrs. Opal
Howard, Mrs. Mary Alice
Humphries, Mrs. Laura Jen-
nings, Mrs. Evenlyn Kesterson,
Miss Mary Lassiter, Mrs.
Lorene McCage, Mrs. Mavis
McCamish, Mrs. Pauline
McCoy, Mrs. Imogene Monroe,
Mn- Katherine Moore, Mrs.
Louise Overby, Mrs. Margaret
Pickard, Dr. Alta V. Presson,
Miss Lovey Raburn, Mrs. Edna
Lynn Radford, Mrs. Jo Nell
Rayburn, Miss Betty Rogers,
Mrs. Eva Ross, Miss Jo Anna
Rowland, Mrs. Margaret Rudd,
Miss Katy Belle Shaw, Mrs.
Mary J. Smith, Dr. Rubie E.
Smith, Mrs. Carolyn Sparks,
Mrs. Ruby Suffill, Mrs. Carolyn
Sullivan, Miss Lorene Swarm,
Miss Louise Swann, Mrs.
Thelma Thomas, Mrs. Anne
Thompson, Mrs. Ruth Tucker,
Dr. Helene H. Visher, Dr.
Pauline Waggener, Mrs. Goldia
Waters, Miss Roberta Whitnah,
Miss Katherine Williamson,
Mrs. Wilna Wilson, and Miss
Elizabeth Wyatt.
The hostesses were Miss Sue
Fairless, Miss Clara Eagle,
Mrs. Ann Thompson, Dr. Alice
Koenecke, Dr. Alta Presson,
and Dr. Pauline Waggener.
••••••••••••/•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.....•
Thomas
Hours 9:30 to 5:00
Mon.- Sat.








Cross Stitch Quilts i


















Girls' New Natural Bottom
Oxford...SAVE $1.86 4-
Brown. Sizes















* All Advertised Merchandise is at Least 30% Oft Our Everyday Low Prices.
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Reports of a move to repeal
Kentucky's presidential primary
law have been circulating for
several days and we want to go on
record as being firmly opposed to
any such move.
Kentucky's first presidential
primary is scheduled to be held
next May 25 and we are of the
opinion that the citizens of the
Commonwealth have a desire and
a right to cast their barlots in that
primary.
State Rep. Bob Benson (
Louisville ) acknowledged last
week that he had asked the
Legislative Research Com-
mission to draft a bill to repeal the
primary law and that his
"pragmatic reason" was the fear
that Alabama Gov. George
Wallace would carry thestate.
That type of partisan political
reasoning leaves us cold. 'The
primary reason for holding an
election is to give the people the
oRportunity to voice their
preference. Party leaders shotild.1
not be allowed to take that right
away from the citizenry just
because they are afraid someone
The Murray Ledger & Times
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not of their choosing or liking
might receive a mandate.
If this move is successful it will
indicate to us that Frankfort is
becoming more like Washington
— far too many Democrats and
Republicans and not enough
senators and representatives.
The move to abolish Kentucky's
presidential primary should be
squelched now and we urge Gov.
Julian Carroll, Sen. Richard
Weisenberger, Rep. Kenny Imes
and Rep. Lloyd Clapp to do
everything possible to do so.
Guest Editorial
Better Late
A Harvard University scholar
says American may have been
discovered by a Phoenician
seafarer-king named Hanno 2,500
years ago.
\ a good thing this theory
hasn't come to light until now.
Can you imagine our country
known as Hannoika or Han-
noland?
Letter To The Editor 
A New Person?
Dear Editor,
In Tuesday's Time Out With Brandon,
there was a comment made by the sports
editor about all the negative comments
that were being made by fans concerning
tlie MSU basketball and how detrimental
this could be for their future. It waia kind
of handslapping on the fans by the sports
editor for their lack of loyalty. I would like
to know, and I'm sure other fans would too,
why all of a sudden we find this great sense
of compassion for players' morale by our
sports editor?
I'm quite sure he hasn't forgotten so
quickly the great senstitivity he had for the
MSU Football Team. We'll never forget
the compassion shown us during the
season, by him! How could we forget such
compliments as paid to us before the
Eastern Game! t I'm sure he won't either.)
With "Fans" like that who needs
enemies? I just wonder if he can explain to
his readers this sudden turn-around, this
new person? Maybe it's just the Christmas
Spirit, after all it worked on Scrooge




P. S.: Whatever happened to Doug Cross?
'MARTIN
HEARTLJNE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems—fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I'm confused about the kinds
of medicines covered by Medicare Part B.
Can you explain?—S.K.
Answer: The only medicines covered
under Medicare Part B are those drugs
and biologicals that are administered by
the doctor incident to the medical treat-
ment he provides. Of these, immunizations
are covered only when required because of
an injury or immediate risk of infection.
Drugs and medicines you buy yourself,
with or without a prescription, are not
covered.
Heartline: I am a 66-year-old senior
citizen, and I have an allergy to penicillin.
I am very worried that if I have an ac-
cident someone may give penicillin to me
by mistake. Do you have any
suggestions?—N.D.
Answer: This is a very serious problem
that about 40 million other Americans
have, and in many cases, the ad-
ministration of an improper drug could be
fatal. Medic Alert Foundation is at-
tempting to prevent such tragedies
through an international medical iden-
tification program. A person who has a
hidden medical problem can send for a
Medic Alert emblem. This is worn with a
chain around the neck or wrist. The em-
blem has the person's medical problem,
I.D. number and the foundation's hotline
number. This number can be called collect
24 hours a day from any place in the world.
For more information, write to the Medic
Alert Foundation, P.O. Box 1009, Turlock,
Calif. 95380.
Heartline: Will the Veterans Ad-
ministration pay transportation charges in
addition to the $800 burial allowance for a
service-connected death of a veteran in a
VA facility? — P.C.-- • ,
• Yes. In addition'e tht, amo
paya theR funeral, transpor
costs may be paid when death occurs in a
VA hospital. -
Heartline: I have very much difficulty
understanding Medicare. My neighbor has
just purchased your "Guidebook to
Medicare" and seems to like it very much.
Could you tell me a little about this? —
F.R.
Answer: Heartline's "Guide to
THE WOVE to qMPEACH SANTA
CHAPTER EIGHT
By Robert J. Boyle
After Herr Humbugg
stepped down from the witness
stand during the UN impeach-
ment move against Santa
Claus, the prosecutor Evel
Whone rose.
"As my next witness," he
said and paused ..."I call Jink-
ersnipes.'
A shock wave went through
the entire delegation. The dele-
gates knew that Jinkersnipes
was one of Santa's more loyal
elves.
Jinkersnipes turned to Juni-
perperper and said, "Oh my,
my and my. What is Evel
Whone up to? Why would he
call me as a prosecution
witness?"
Juniperperper shrugged his
shoulders. "I don't know." he
said. "But that Evel Whone is
an evil one. He is sneaky."
Juniperperper walked to the
bench and said, "I object. I ob-
ject. Jinkersnipes will be a de-
fense witness. He can't be
called by Evel Whone."
Evel Whone replied, "Yes,
he can. I can call anyone I
choose.. Even you, Juniper-
perper:'
Evel Whone sneered as he
faced the judge.
The judge, Dag Whood rules,
"I overrule the objection. Evel
Whone can call anyone he
wants and Jinkersnipes must
take the stand as a prosecution
witness."
With shaking legs, Jinker-
snipes walked to the stand and
was given the oath.
"Now," Evel Whone sneered
again, "I just have a few ques-
tions to ask you."
:'Go ahead and ask them,
Evel Whone," Jinkersnipes
said. "Santa- is good and kind
and not mean and nasty like
"I object, your honor," Evel
Whone said. "This elf is here to




you ast behave yourself or I
will hold you in contempt. Just










As my next witness
CI
call Jinkersnipes''
Evel Whone gave a low,
mean snicker as he said,
"Thank you, your honor."
He turned to Jinkersnipes
and shouted, "How much did
Santa pay you foe work ing all
year?"
"Elves don't work for mon-
ey," Jinkersnipes said. "We do
it because we love Santa, love
Christmas, love boys and
girls."
"I object," Evel Whone said
as he turned to the judge.
"Please instruct the witness to
answer the questions and not
to give opinions."
"Please, Jinkeninipes." the
judge said. "Answer the ques-
tion."
"Yes sir," Jinkersnipes re-
plied. "I wasn't paid any mon-
ey."
"Hmmmm," Evel Whone
muttered. "Now tell me how
many hours a day you work."
"Oh. 10 or 12 or more right
before Christmas," Jinker-
snipes said.
"And wiehout pay?". Evel ry.". Jinkersnipes said. "The Jinkersnipes returned to the
ig-atruks.viat uN-a nd _de tense ta hle.. an4aasd Ao-lussi-
-
"We already 'established "comfortable. We laugh and perperper, "How did we dr."')
that elves don't get paid mon talk and have fun." "Some good, some bad,"
ey," the judge interrupted. "But you don't have private ,Juniperperper said. "He is 8
"Now tell me," Evel Whone rooms," Evel Whone repeated. tricky one, that Evel Whone."
asked Jinkersnipes. "Is it true -No we don't." said -linker
that only elves are hired at the
North Pole?"
"Yes," Jinkersnipes said.
"Except for the animals like
reindeer, and Malox the Pen-
guin mailman." .
"Does Santa only hire elves
whose names begin with ,J?"
Evel Whone asked.
"No, it is only a coinci-
dence," .Jinkersnipes said.
"Well tell me one elf he hired
without theJ?"
"Certainly, several years ago
we had an elf named Sidney,"
,Jinkersnipes said.
"But he left the North Pole,
didn't he?" Evel Whone asked.
"And probably because his
name didn't begin with a .1."
"That is not true," 'linker-
snipes said. "He left to attend
rabbinical school."
"That's not important,"
Evel Whone said. "Doesn't
Santa make the elves live in a
dormitory instead of providing
them with private rooms?"
"It's fun living in a dorrnito-
snipes.
"Now didn't Santa officiate
at the marriage of Jumpin'
Jack and Juanita?" Evel
Whone asked.
"Sure he did," Jinkersnipes
said. "But Santa can do that
because he is head of the North
Pole."
"But he doesn't have a mar-
rying license does he?" Evel
Whone repeated.
"I never saw one," Jinker-
snipes said. "But I am sure
Santa would not do anything
that is illegal."
"That is what we are trying
to determine," Evel Whone
said.
"Now tell me, Jinkersnipes,"
Evel Whone asked. "Does San-
ta employ any other humans
besides elves?
"No," Jinkersnipes said.
"Santa and elves have always
worked together. And big
humans couldn't do what elves
do. Why elves help Santa on
Christmas eve. Big people
couldn't do that. Santa's sled
would be topheavy."
"A nice excuse," Evel
Whone raid. "But I don't be-
lieve it. Santa simplywon't
hire anyone but elves."
"That's not true," Jinker
snipes said.
"Please simply answer my
question and do not give opin-
ions," Evel Whone said.
"Now tell me," he con-
tinued. "How long have you
worked for Santa and how
many vacations have you
had?"
"I worked for Santa for ump-
teen years," Jinkersnipes said
"And every day is like a vaca-
tion at the North Pole."
"Pshaw, pshaw." said Evel
Whone "Don't give opinions
How many vacations have you
had. One, two, ten or none"'
"Well, none," Jinkersnipes
said.
"No more questions," Evel




Medicare" is an easy to understand book
covering the entire Medicare program.
This is in large easy-to-read print. You can
order this by sending $1.50 to Heartline's
Guide to Medicare, 8514 North Main
Street, Dayton, Ohio 45.415. Please allow 4
weeks for delivery. The 1976 guidebooks
are now available. If you order before Jan.
1 and would like to have the 1976 issue,
please specify. The Heartline guidebook,
unlike others, includes sample claim
forms.
Heartline gives you helpful information
in the free leaflet, 'Three Basic Types of
Health Insurance." To obtain your copy,
send a long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306,
10 Years Ago
Prof. Boris Schiel of the Speech
Department of Murray State College spoke
on "Customs At Christmas Time In
Germany" at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club.
Mrs. Mollie Jane Turner, age 78, died
yesterday at Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hutson of Hazel Route
Two observed their 71st wedding anniv-
ersary on December 16. They are patients
at the Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCuiston of
Murray Route Five will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on December 19.
Carlisle County beat Mayfield and
Benton beat Calloway in the second games
of the Calloway County High School
Christmas Basketball Tournament.
90 Years Ago
A large crowd estimated at between
12,000 and 14,000 persons viewed the
rgest Christmas parade helleved to have
sagged at Murray last sight. Verne
Kyle acted as master of ceremonies and
Rev. Paul T. Lyles offered a prayer before
the festivities began.
Mayor George Hart thanked City
Councilman Earl Littleton last night for
the approximately twelve years that he
has served on the city governing body.
Deaths reported include Prof. Franklin
P. Inglis of Greencastle, Ind., former
Murray State faculty member, Charles J.
Williams of Columbus, Miss., and Mrs.
Eunice Downs Grover of Cleveland, Ohio.
Miss Linda Hurt, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Hurt, and Jimmy Wilson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hulas Wilson, were married
December 10.
The Family Lawyer
When you see a "NO TRES-
PASSING- sign, you are encoun-
tering one of the most ancient
doctrines of the common law, For
almost seven centuries the rules
of trespass have served as a safe-
guard against unwelcome intru-
sions of all kinds.
And it is still serving that pur-
pose today. Consider the wide
variety of acts that have recently
been classified as trespass:
batting foul balls from a public
playground into a private back
yard.




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE NEW YORK SCANDAL:
Grand Jury Action Needed
Though President Ford has allowed New
York City to escape formal bankruptcy
proceedings, the Justice Department
should not permit the city's politicians to
escape scrutiny by a federal grand jury.
It is clear that certain officeholders in
New York City violated a public trust when
they sold bonds on the basis of a
misrepresentation of the city's financial
position. They lied in describing the size of
the city's tax base and forecast a high level
of revenues which they knew could not be
attained.
In telling these falsehoods, they set the
stage for the city's financial downfall.
They imposed staggering burdens on the
taxpayers of New York City. They created
a situation wherein the taxpayers of the
entire nation will be called on to finance a
rescue operation for the metropolis. In
short, their offenses against the public
well-being are much worse than those of
the various Watergate figures. The latter
also lied but did not create a major
financial crisis.
But one doesn't hear talk of a Watergate
mentality in connection with the spender
politicians who mismanaged New York
City's affairs for years. The liberal chic
elements that praised the Watergate
grand jury to the skies and demanded the
most intensive grand jury proceedings are
strangely silent with regard to the super-
liberals in charge in New York City. They
aren't insisting that former mayors of the
metropolis be called to testify or that
current officials be indicted.
What we are witnessing is a classic case
of the liberal double standard. Yet it is a
crime to make fraudulent representation
in issuing bonds. Reckless borrowers in
charge of New York City's finances
managed to borrow huge sums by citing
anticipated taxes. But many of the taxes
cited were on tax-exempt public proper-
ties, including a school, a park, an urban
renewal site, and properties owned by
diplomatic missions.
There is good reason to believe that
mere than one public figure in New York
City should be put in the "stammer"
because of what U. S. Rep. James Quillen
HARRIGAN
of Tennessee has referred to as
"fraudulent bookkeeping."
Another Tennessee congressman, Rep.
Robin Beard, has rightly said that "the
Justice Department should investigate the
city officials who have juggled their books
to hide deficits in the billions of dollars.-
He added that "if any businessman had
played games with the books like that, he'd
be under the jail today."
Indeed there is a vast amount to be
studied in the New York situation. Sen.
Harry F. Byrd of Virginia has declared
that the banks of New York, which hold
much of the city's bonds, should be
required to disclose how they would
benefit from the Ford administration's
bailout legislation. The senator said: "We
ought to know how much the taxpayers are
beriefitting these banks."
Incidentally, the nation's taxpayers owe
a debt of gratitude to these members of
Congress and others, such as Sens., James
Allen of Alabama and Jesse Helms of
North Carolina, who have valiantly op-
posed federal subsidization of New York
City.
The New York financial mess is a
scandal of immense proportions. The
public must not allow the liberals in
Congress to sweep the scandal under the
rug. A giant fraud has been perpetrated in
New York City over a period of years. The
fraud is much more serious than the
Watergate affair.
The only way to get the whole truth and
expose the wrongdoers is for a federal
grand jury to be empaneled to call those
who have mishandled New York City's
fiscal affairs for the past decade or more.
Bible Thought
Wherefore. . . let us run with
patience the race that is set before
us. Hebrews 12:1.
Running with patience means to
plan strategically in advance the
goals we want toraach and not go
dashing off in a panic at times of
opportunity.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger S Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4 Christ-
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cooling unit drift onto a neigh-
bor's garden:




over a boundary line:
trailing a vine up the side of
a neighbor's wall;
thrusting an arm belligerently
across a fence.
However, an intrusion, even
though unwelcome, is usually not
considered trespass if it was in-
voluntary. In one case a motorist,
sideswiped by a passing truck, was
forced to drive over the sidewalk
and onto a private lawn. His
wheel, tore up grass and knocked
down shrubbery.
But when the home owner sued
him for trespass, the judge tossed
the case out of court. The judge
said the motorist was no more a
trespasser than if he had been
carried bodily onto the land
against his will.
An intrusion might also be justi•
lied by the necessity of reclaiming
one's personal property.
Thus, a man was held not to he
trespassing when he went nest
door to retrieve his cat—hiding
behind the neighbor's house. A,
long as he went peacefully, said
the court, he was merely exercis-
ing his "right of recaption."





By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
Children troubled with
minimal brain dysfunction syn-
drome merit the increased at-
tention they are receiving.
Boys are more commonly
affected by this dine% than girls.
Its symptoms include hyperac-
tive behavior -- making almost
continuous random motions --
and learning disorders -- the in-
ability- to pay attention.
The diagnosis is not easily
made and requires the judge-
ment of well-trained experi-
enced health professionals. The
child should have a .complete
physical. including laboratory
. tests aretkra,vs, as needed. Ps4/.-
chometric evaluation is olfen es-
sential to be. sure of the child's
mental capacity (which is often
average. or above average).
Iwhich is often average or ahove
average).
A potentially irritating factor
present in the child's home life
!such as an alcoholic father or a
depreesed mother) can affect the
youngster's behavior. Bringing
the painful subject out in the
open for discussion may have
significant benefit on the child
who feels frustrated, insecure
and ignored. These feelings may
lessen and the child may stop
behaving hyperactively if an ag-
gravating factor is discussed
frankly and faced by members
01 the family. The affected child
should be given affection, atten-
tion and wassurance.
,Mesi .aulhotatio_ believe that
fond additive f and artificial food
coloring do not contribute to hy-
peractivity in children: however,
researchers continue to tautly
Its' echAls, if any. oX hese chemi-
cals.
Special diets and large doses
of vitamins have been tried, but
the benefits have been ques-
tionable.
Stimulant drugs taken over a
moderate length of time have fa-
vorably affected the behavior of
hyperactive children. These
drugs should be prescribed by a
physician and their effects ob-
served by him. However, there is
still uncertainty about whether
the drugs help the child to learn.
Experienced observers
believe that it is preferable to
keep the hyperactive child in his
ordinary classroom, ratter than
placing him in special 'games or
schools, except in severe cases.
It is the physician's respon-
sibility to advise the parents of a
hyperactive child with regard to
BLASINGAME
medical, education and psy-
chological treatment programs
which may be helpful
QT Mrs. J.M. wonders whether
senility is inevitable in old peo-
A: Despite what many people
think, senility is not automatic.
Whenever you see the sudden
onset of what appears to he
senility, the symptoms are prob-
ably reversible in a good en-
vironment.
Q: Mr. R.V. would like to know
if smolUng marijuana affects --
sex.
A Nothing has been proven ---
one way or the other. Marijuana
is neither an aphrodisiac. as
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Warriors Tame Bulls, Knicks
Win On Last-Second Heroics
By The Associated Press
In the locker room at Chicago,
you couldn't tell the winners
from the loiters without a
scorecard.
"To be perfectly honest, we
were really lousy tonight," said
Rick Barry, whose Golden State
Warriors beat the Chicago Bulls
91-87 in a National Basketball
Association game Tuesday
night.
"Over-all I thought our team
lid very well," said Chicago
Coich Dick Motto.
Illsewhere in the NBA-, it was
Washington 100, Buffalo 94;
New York 97, Atlanta 96;
Philadelphia 105, Portland 98;
Houston 111, Kansas City 100,
and Cleveland 123, Los Angeles
103.
The teamwork of the
Warriors spilled over into the
locker room. So did the team-
work of the Bulls.
"I don't shoot as much if the
game dictates it," said Barry,
who sparked a fourth-quarter
rally that beat the Bulls.
"We didn't do well because
they weren't getting the ball to
me down low," said Chicago's
Bob Love. "Consequently, I had
to take some bad shots."
"I don't think Love should
complain," said Motta,
"because his three of 12 mark
speaks for itself."
All of which helps explain why
the Warriors, at 18-6, have the
best record in the NBA and the
Bulls, at 5-19, have the league's
worst mark.
The Bulls, Ipsers of 17 of their
last 19 games and six in a row,
led for three quarters before
Derrick Dickey's layup and a
jumper by Gus Williams gave
Golden State the lead for good,
81-77. Dickey led the Warriors
with 20politsts. A
Ballets 100, Braves 94
Phil Chenier's long jumper
snapped a 94-94 tie with one
minute to play and started
Washington on a six-point spree
that ended the game's scoring
and gave the Bullets the vic-
tory.
Elvin Hayes scored 24 points,
including 18 in the second half.
Dave Bing topped the Bullets
with 26. Bob McAdoo paced the
Braves with 25.
Knicks 97, Hawks 96
The Knicks also scored the
last six points to pull out the
game, needing Earl Monroe's
foul line jump shot with one
second to go to win it.
Atlanta led 96-91 with 1:43 to
play but a jump shot by Bill
Bradley and a a hook by Neal
Walk brought the Knicks within
one, setting up Monroe's
heroics.
Rockets 111, Kings 100
Rudy Tom janovich scored
seven of his 22 points in the
fourth quarter, when Houston
outscored Kansas City 30-20.
Calvin Murphy aided Houston's
attack with 23 points.
76ers 105, Blazers 98
George McGinnis scored 25
points and Steve Mix added 23 to
lead Philadelphia past Por-
tland. The Blazers' Geoff Petrie
had a game-high 28 points.
Cavaliers 123, Lakers 103
Dick Snyder's 24 points paced
a balanced Cleveland attack
that helped hand Los Angeles its
first home loss in 15 games.
Kareesn Abdul-Jabbar scored
34 points and grabbed 22
rebounds for the Lakers.
Sunshine Cup
MIAMI BEACH (AP) —The
fourth-seeded U.S. tennis team
of Nial Brash and Walter
Redondo is set for third-round
action in the 18th annual Sun-
shine Cup today after easily
dumping the Austrian entry.
Brash defeated Robert
Reininger 6-3, 6-2 as Redondo
downed Howard Stieger 6-1, 6-1
in the second round Tuesday of




ranked France defeated Peru
and third-seeded West Ger-
many won over Venezuela.
High School Scores
Kentucky Country Day 49 Beth
Haven 38
Lynn Camp 56 Whitley County 51
Frankfort 88 Nelson County 78
Pulaski County 101 Eubank 80
VIrgie 94 Millard 79
Anderson County 60 Owen County
59(0?)
Clark County 85 Mount Sterling 64
Madisonville 86 Henderson 65
Harrison County 70 Montgomery
Countyexin
g63Lton Bryan Station 62
Franklin County 44
Nicholas County 76 Maysville
Saint Patrick 62
Drakesboro 118 Ada irv ille 80
Murray 65 Symsonia 58
Trigg County 90 Calloway County
54
McDowell 66 Prestonsburg 58
Wheelwright 56 Betsy Layne 52
Bowling Green 78 Allen County-
Scottsville 67
Warr-en East 110 GlaSOVA,65
Warren Central 66 Russellville 65
lot)
Laurel County 74 Russell County
61
Clay County 80 Middlesboro 65
Carroll County 77 Oldham County
69
Bell County 82 Harlan 43
Corbin 75 Hazard 64
Shelby County 72 Scott County 58
Knox Central 93 Rockcastle
County 67
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* All Advertised Merchandise is at Least
30% Ott Our Everyday Low Prices
*Open Nights Nil 9
*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Coed
Bel-Air Shopping Center
104 FIB*" 10-7 ?Am.-Thurs.'
14 Sun. 9-8 Sat.
Cret to know us; you'll like us. 
Washington County 71 Mercer
County 68
Bath County 66 Lexington TateS
Creek 64
Henry County 56 Taylorsville $1
Johns Creek 73 Mullins 67
Norttwfilardin 69 Bardstown 65
Simon Kenton 55 Erlanger Saint
Henry 53
Taylor County 76 LaRue County 63
Tompkinsville 54 Cumberland
County 43
Jeff. Ballard 86 Jeff. Jef-
ferson town 55
Jeff. Seneca 88 Jeff. Eastern 72
Lou. Shawnee 69 Jeff. Bishop
David 65
Covington Holy Cross 78 Newport
60
Erlanger Lloyd 56 Dixie Heights
46
Hopkinsville 65 Christian County
64
Lou. Central 89 Lou. DeSales 54
Jeff. Doss 6$ Jeff. Valley 59
Jeff. Moore 75 Jeff. Westport 58
Jeff. Pleasure Ridge 77 Jeff
Durrett 60
Jeff. Thomas Jefferson 71 Jeff.
Fern Creek 35
Jeff. Trinity 76 Lou. Iroquois 41
Caverna 73 Barren County 71 (ot I
Lou. Ahrens 74 Jeff Southern 58
Jeff. Butler 79 Jeff, Stuart 68
Lou. Male 120 Lou. Atherton 64
Jeff. Western 78 Jeff. Fa irdale 55
Lenore, W. Va. 74 Belfry 70
Muhlenburg Central 65 Graham
58
Heath 77 Farmington 34
Fulton County 69 Fultnn SA
Lone Oak 72 Brookport, 111. 47
Elizabethtown 82 Meade County
70
Paducah Tilghman 87 Ballard
Memorial 76
Lowes 72 Cuba 59
Owensboro 59 Apollo 51 Cot)
Jessamine County 117 Burgin 45
Union County 86 Webster County
51
Lincoln County 69 Shopyille 57
Bourbon County 70 Estill County
58
Boone County 73 Walton-Verona
69
Danville 58 Boyle County 53
Lexington Henry Clay 79
Lexington Lafayette 60
Allen Central 69 Whitesburg 57
OIlceCombs83 F lem ing-N eon 66
Dorton 76 Phelps 73
Tompkinsville 72 Cumberland
County 65
Cumberland 64 Leslie County 49
Auburn 50 Olmstead 44
Owensboro Catholic 79 Greenville
78
McLean County 83 Hancock
County 69
Hughes-Kirk 62 Central City 60
West Hardin 61 East Hardin 58
Ironton, Ohio 65 Ashland 58
Washington County 71 Mercer
County 68
Hazel Green 63 Morgan County 58
South Hopkins 53 Fort Campbell
41
Bullitt County 73 Marion County
50
Wayne County 8.1 Campbellsville
69
Pendleton County 64 Campbell
County 58
Edmonson County 63 Grayson
County 61
Franklin Simpson 78 Todd Counly
Central 68
Hart County 83 Metcalf County 71
Eastern Ky Conference Tourney
First Round
Rowan County 73 Fleming County
61
Elliot County 71 Menifee County
38
Buckeyes And Alabama Picked
To Win In Bowl Appearances
By HEFtSCHEL NISSFNSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW. XORK (AP) — UCLA
Coach DiNz Vermeil doesn't
look like Santa Claus, but don't
be surprised if such colleagues
as Oklahoma's Barry Switzer,
Alabama's Bear Bryant, Texas
A&M's Emory Ballard and
Michigan's Bo Schombechler
send him their Christmas lists.
All they want for 00441111111.9
a victory — for their own teams
in their respective bowls, of
course, but most of all for
Vermeil's 11th-ranked UCLA
Bruins to topple No. 1-ranked
Ohio State in the Rose Bowl on
New Year's Day. As far as
college football's national
championship is concerned, one
is no good without the other.
Tangerine Bowl, Miami of
Ohio vs. South Carolina: The
Redskins never finish as high in
the rankings as their record
warrants but they always seem
to embarrass someone like
Florida or Georgia in the
Tangerine Bowl. Jim Carlen
has taken South Carolina to a
bowl in his first year at the helm
... Miami 24-21.
Liberty Bowl, Texas A&M vs.
Southern California: Can the
Aggies recover from their
Arkansas catastrophe, which
kept them from the Cotton
Bowl? Can the Trojans send
John McKay off to the pros with
a victory to snap an un-
precedented four-game skid?
The answer to one of those
questions is yes ... Southern Cal
17-14.
Sun Bowl, Kansas vs. Pitt:
Oklahoma walloped Pitt 46-10.
Kansas trounced Oklahoma 23-
3. Ergo ... Pitt 34-24.
Fiesta Bowl, Nebraska vs.
Arizona State: Cornhuskers can
set an all-time national record
by winning a seventh straight
bowl game. Sun Devils can
command some bragging rights
for the Western Athletic Con-
ference ... Nebraska 21-10.
Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl,
Texas vs. Colorado: The Buffs
have a chance to go 10-2. The
last time that happened (1971)
they finished third in the
country. That high a ranking is
out of the question this time but,
on the assumption that Texas
quarterback Marty Akins' knee
won't hold up ... Colorado 21-14.
Gator Bowl, Florida vs.
Maryland: If North Carolina
State, an Atlantic Coast Con-
ference also-ran, held Florida to
seven points, why shouldn't
ACC ohamp Maryland do as
well? Not with Maryland's
recent experiences against
Southeastern Conference foes ...
Florida 20-14.
Peach Bowl, North Carolina
State vs. West Virginia:
Comparing scores, it was N.C.
State 15, Penn State 14 and Penn
State 39, West Virginia 0. Ergo
uh-uh, not this time ... N.C.
State 27-20.
Sugar Bowl, Alabama vs. ,
Penn State: Will Bear Bryant
finally win a bowl game? Will
the good ol' boy from Fordyce,
Ark., teach- city slicker
Brooklyn Joe Paterno a lesson?
Will the Crimson Tide have to
drown its sorrow on Bourbon
Street again? Stop the presses
and the bowl losing streak.
Cotton Bowl, Georgia vs.
Arkansas: Stop laughing, you
Rose, Orange and Sugar Bowls,
this could be a highocoring
affair, which is what all bowls
— and TV networks — dream of
... Arkansas 31-24.
Orange Bowl, Oklahoma vs.
Michigan: Neither team is a
stranger to the Top Ten but
neither has been In a bowl for a
number of years, Oklahoma
since a 14-0 blanking of Penn
State in M.1973 Sugar Bowl and
Michigan alnoe a 13-12 lose to
Stanford in the 11 Rose BowL In
fact, this is the first time a Big
Ten team has appeared in a
bowl other than. the Rose ...
Oklahoma 20-10.
Rose Bowl, Ohio State vs.
UCLA: Sorry, Barry, Bear,
Emory, Bo, et. al., but Woody's
Buckeyes aren't about to come
this close to the national
championship and then blow it
... Ohio State 211-14.
HOCKEY
QUEBEC — Marc Tardif, left
wing for the Quebec Nordiques
and the current scoring leader
in the World Hockey
Association, signed a new 10-
year contract for a reported 61.8
million with the WHA club.
LANDOVER, Md. — The
Washington Capitals sent top
scorer Stan Gilbertson to the
Pittsburgh Penguins in
exchange for center Harvey
Bennett in a National Hockey
League deal.
BASKETBALL
For those of you still looking
for the mystery answer,
Thorley Futrell hit the basket.
-Far- those "Ala dam't Wiest Re-
did, ask Fly Beane who was
waiting underneath for the
rebound.























CLOCK RADIO. Wake to
















Bakee-liroilew. Toast in one pos,tion, turn it over to bake or
\\....roast. Thermostat contrdl, lift out tray and wire grill. s,
28U „,..,,,,,A A... cmAltouTnAtsPtunderdash. Channel indicator light.
85.267
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VACUUM CLEANER Canister style. Easy





Has bass, treble, volume &
balance controls. Head-
phone jack, input jocks for
tape player, dust cover.
0107
5I87 CHORD ORGAN. 18
chords, 37 full size
keys, volume control }
EMERSON
PHILCO
8 PORTABLE TV. 100% solid








Prepare complete meals in
minutes in this compact counter
top oven. Cook in paper, glass
or ceramic in one-fourth the
regular time. s7 151
Save /3%
Two speeds, two heat
settings; two combs,




Sal. Prices Good at Over 600 Stores Throughout the South and Southwest
Holiday Hours Sea.
Be -Air:314ififil , 94 
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities





Whole or Shank Half
Ernge Fully Cooked
Butt Half
HAM lb $1 39
12 oz. 894
BOLOGNA lb  894
Fields
SAUSAGE ib 99'
























 1/2 gal. 794
  28 oz. $1 19



























PECANS Paper Shell Per lb. 754
CABBAGE Per lb. 10'
Jonathan
APPLES 411). Bog 494
BANANAS 113 19' - •
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11.5 oz.
Milk Chocolate89'
  Mini chips & dark chocolate69'
6/79'
15'
  12 oz. 95'








 lb. Can  $1 39

































BEM ... Small Whole 16 oz. 334
Del Monte Spice
PEACHES
Ocean Spray Cranberry 16 oz.
SAUCE Whole & Jellied
Del Monte Crushed 20 oz.
PINEAPPLE In Syrup 554
* Frozen Foods*




















  10 oz.45'
PUDDING... 141/2 oz. $1 59
SUGAR 10 lb. $229
Nabisco Snack






COB CORN 8 ears 794
Mister "C"
COCONUT 6 ":3/$14*
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ANOTHER (LEERY QUEEN SPECIAL—Here's an fiery anew special for people who think they have sharp
eyes. Did., did met this shot by the Lairs' Tommy Fetid go ia the basket or did it get Mocked by Trigg
Coorty's Fred Meissen? If yea have eves sharper eyes, mg field the eiuwer somewhere in today's spor-
ts sectioa, het Teel have to beat.
(stn Mertes by Mike Ilreestee)
Zone Defense May Be Secret
Key Needed To Beat Indiana
By DARFtELL CHRISTIAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Indiana's top-ranked baaketball
teani -might not be invincible,
after all.
The Hoosiers are still un-
beaten, but as Coach Bobby
Knight said matter-of-factly
after Monday night's 77-68
overtime victory over No. 20
Kentucky, "It just shows we've
got some things to work on."
Knight was scoffed at before
the season when he dismissed
the Hoosiers' lofty pre-season
ranking, saying the top college
teams were nearly equal and
that he would need 10 games to
evaluate his team's potential.















NI N. 4tb 753-erle
of sandbagging in Indiana's
astonishingly easy 84-64 season-
opening victory over UCLA, the
perennial powerhouse and
"defending NCAA champion. '
But Knight might have found
some believers after his team's
narrow escapes against
Kentucky and Notre Dame.
"The thing I was most
disappointed with tonight was
our defensive board play,"
Knight said, referring to
Kentucky's surprising 47-40
rebounding advantage. "We'd
force them into a bad shot, then
they'd get the ball right back."
He didn't elaborate, but
Indiana watchers who had
expected to punish the Wildcats
for spoiling III's perfect season
last March pointed to other
possible dents in the Hoosier
armor.
Kentucky and Notre Dame,
which lost to the Hoosiers 63-60
at Bloomington, both employed
zone defenses that clogged the
middle—the heart of Indiana's
offense. And, when forced to the
outside, the Hoosiers shot
4
poorly.
With less depth than a year
ago, the Hoosiers are much
more dependent upon All-
American forward Scott May
and 6-foot-10 center Kent
Benson. Gone from last season
are Steve Green and John
Laskowski, both good shooters
and double-figure scorers who
were effective in firing over
zone defenses.
Against Kentucky, May and
Benson accounted for most of
the Indiana offense, hitting 27
points each and scoring 40 of the
Hoosiers' first 48 points. Both
played the entire 45 mintues.
Against Notre Dame last
Thursday, a 14-point Indiana
lead dwindled to one, mainly
while May was on the bench
with foul trouble.
But Indiana's close calls may
be a blessing in disguise.
"If we don't develop
character with this, we'll never
develop it," Knight said.
"Kentucky's hard play was a




Game To Trigg County
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Trigg County got if to a slow
start in football. And after what
has been a rather poor *meson.
the Wildcats are starting to
reach their peak.
There's only one problem
though. Nobody else is playing
football except Trigg County
Maybe the Wildcats didn't 'mow
football season had ended. At
least they didn't look like they
did as they used their football
skills on the hardwood to
dispose of visiting Calloway
County 90-54 Tuesday night.
We're not going to make
excuses for a 36-point loss.
Trigg County should have won
the game, they had a better
team. But if Calloway County
would have had a football
program this past fall, it might
have helped.
David Williams, the 5-10
senior jumping-jack of the
Lakers, came into the game
prepared. He wore a facemask
to protect his broken nose he
recieved in the Leiters' 61-59
loss last week at Mayfield.
Williams received quite an
elbow in the struggle for the
ball.
Of course the answer to the
864,000 question is no. There
wasn't a foul called. But let's
move on from Mayfield down
the road to Trigg County.
After the physical beating the
Lakers took from the tall and
quick Trigg County team, there
may be a few more members of
the Calloway County team
wearing protective, headgear.
At least they might if they play
again in the Second Region.
There might as well have
been no officials. Trigg County
did everything but put saddles
on the Lakers. They elbowed,
pushed, shoved and probably
even bit a little bit while they
were kicking and pulling hair.
Trigg County was called for
only seven fouls. Of course we
can understand what happened.
The officials became bored with
the game and went home to
watch "The Rookies" on
television. Inslead of coming
back to the game, they watched
"Switch" and that of course
gave them an idea, rookies
wound up officiating the game.
How's that for a switch?
"Anytime you come to the
Second Region, you can expect
McGuire Pleased With
Marquette's Showing
By The Associated Press
Sometimes the coach is the
last one to know. Marquette has
been ranked in the top 10 since
the beginning of the college
basketball season but its coach,
Al McGuire, isn't convinced.
Not yet.
Tuesday night, McGuire's
Warriors did some persuading
and they almost had their hard-
to-please coaeh believing.
"For the first time I am
beginning to think we deserve to
be in the Top 10," McGuire said
after Earl Tatiun's 26 points led
third-ranked Marquette to an
easy 78-54 victory over
previously unbeaten Wisconsin.
"We didn't expect to blow them
out that way."
In other games involving Top
20 teams, seventh-ranked
Cincinnati buried St. Joseph's of
Indiana 120-49; No. 10 Louisville
dumped St. Louis 87-71, and No.
11 Alabama whipped Athlete:51n
Action 91-69.
Ate
Tatum hit eight field goals as
Marquette solved the Badgers'
zone defense, building a• 42-21
first-half advantage and
coasting to its fourth victory in
as many games.
-Marquette is an exceptional
ball club," said Wisconsin
Coach John Powless.
Cincinnati hit almost 70 per
cent from the field in the first
half and tossed in 55 field goals
as the unbeaten Bearcats rolled
to their seventh straight vic-
tory.
Cincinnati Coach Gale Catlett
called it "one of the most
efficient games played since
I've been here." And with good
reason.
The Bearcats connected on 12
of their first 13 shots to forge a
30-4 lead en route to their
highest point total since 1960. It
was their 40th consecutive home
victory.
Brian Williams, who had 20
palate, was one of six Cincinnati
THE FLYING MASKED MAN—It's est the Loss Ranger with the
mask but oily David Willieres (14) of He Lairs. Willaisis received
o broken nose last week against alloyfiskl. Other takers waiting on
the rebound include Fly Beane (34), Greg Byers (SO) end Mike Wells
(44). 
players in double figures.
Ricky Gallon scored 16 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds to lead
Louisville past St. Louis.
"Gallon played better tonight
than any game this season,'
said Louisville Coach Denny
Crum.
St. Louis challenged briefly in
the second half, closing to 43-37,
but Lousiville, 4-1, then
wrapped up the game with a run
of nine straight points.
Gallon, a 6-foot-11 sophomore
hitting 70 per cent of his field
goal attempts this season,
controlled the backboards and
connected on eight of 10 shots.
Two second-half scoring
binges, led by freshman Keith
McCord and T. R. Dunn, lifted
Alabama to an easy victory
over Athletes in Action.
Alabama, leading 41-34 at the
half, broke the game open early
in the second half, outscoring
Athletes in Action 21-10 as
McCord contributed eight
points.
Alabama was led by Dunn's
18 points. Tim Hall had 28 points
for AIA.
to play a physical game," Laker
Coach David King said.
"But they were consistent
about the officiating . . con-
sistent roughness."
Calloway never led in the
game. They fell behind 4-0 at the
outset. Down 16-8 late in the
first period, the Lakers scored
the final two buckets of the
period as Greg Byers hit on a
layup and Tommy Futrell a
five-foot followup to cut the
Trigg County lead to 16-12 going
into the second frame.
With 5:06 left in the half, the
Lakers were trailing 26-16. Over
the next two minutes, the
Wildcats ran off 10 consecutive
points and the officials then left
to watch "The Rookies."
At halftime, it was 41-24.
"We lost the game in the first
half," King said.
"The first 25 times we had the
ball, we made 12 turnovers."
The second half was about
like a three-legged bull going up
against a bullfighter loaded
with hand gernades. There just
wasn't much of a chance.
Jack McGhee led the Wildcats
in scoring with n points while
Ricky Radford added 16 and 6-7
Frank Hobson tossed in 11. For
the Leiters, Williams had 14
while Mike Wells and Tommy
Futrell had 12 apiece.
Trigg County, with loans on
the season to Henderson County
and Hopkinsville, now sports a
4-2 mark while the Lakers are
winless in six contests.
"We're going down. We're not
improving. We aren't even as
good of a team as were were a
month ago," King said.
"We have a long rest corning
up. The kids will have about
nine days off practice before we
start to get ready for the next
game. We're just going to have
to find some way to regroup,"
the Laker coach added.
The next chance for the
Lakers to regroup will come
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Children and pets can't
reach flames.
Special: screen mesh
free All finishes, all
Sizes same .price Get
your Harthglass
Fireplace Screen Now!




OUTPOUTIOWeD —Greg Byers (SO) .4th. laws towed leerself - . 
esepositieeed for this rebound as Ricky Redford of Trigg County
ceases down with the bell. Byers hod eight points in the contest for
the Leiters and bed e geed eight on the bawds.
Best gift idea around .
SPECIAL 62-PIECE INTERNATIONAL
TOOL SET
1/4, 3M,.1 /2-inch drive
• Lifetime guarantee - If a
tool breaks in normal
use, simply return it to
us for a free replace-
. ment.
• Top quality - Designed
and manufactured for
































that helps eliminate hand-ecrutstung
Ir°11111)1
AFTER'BEFORE
4 cycles, including Super Scour cycle.
2 full-size revolving spray arms for
thorough washing.
Porcelain-enameled tub resists rust,
stains ancfscratches.
Full-time filtering system helps eliminate
pre-rinsing.
JIM McKEE SUPPLY CO.
In-the-door silverware basket leaves more
room for dishes in the rack.
Reversible cutting-board top, one side for
work, one for show.
Dual detergent dispenser.
Rinse conditioner dispenser to help end
water spotting.
OPEN TIL 6:00 P.M. FRIDAY
CLCISED111111RDM_ — =
1109 N. MO ST. Par* Tow PH. 642-34352
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BITTER SHOOT HIGHER! —Two remises wily sequel roiled Symmaio was upset lest night by NHS ore
shown here as Rough Rider Kenneth Creeks tries to sheet Ground 6-5 Tater center Bob Wilder (33) after
having fought off guard Raymond Sims (10), the gene's leading scorer with 21 points.
(Staff Piliet• by Steve W. G(vens)
Parseghian Isn't Sure
If He'll Coach Again
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK' .( API — Are
Parseghian, television star, still
isn't sure if he ever wants to
coach football again.
"I retained my connection
with Notre Dame for six months
_after I resigned and the last VI
months have been so hectic that
I really don't feel as though I've
been away from football for a
year," Parseghian said
Tuesday as he announced he
would not seek a pro coaching
job in 1976 and instead would
host a weekly youth-oriented
television sports show begin-
ning next fall.
The announcement put
Parseghian right back where he
was a year ago when he stepped
down after 11 highly successful
seasons as Notre Dame's
football coach. He reem-
phasized that he would never
return to college coaching — not
even at Notre Dame—and that
any return to football would be
at the professional level.
"Obviously, I'm leaving some
options available to me," he
said. "I want to know how I'll
feel a year from now. I still
haven't made a decision on
















In turning his back on a
lucrative1164p At a number
of panting National Football
League teams, Parseghian was
asked about the whopping
contract that lured John McKay
from Southern California to the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers and
said:
"Money isn't everything in
life. There's being happy, being
a success, doing what you want
to do. It's more important to be
happy, although obviously
money makes it a little easier to
live."
The 52-year-old Parseghian
said the distributors and
producers of his new show —
"Ara's World of Sports" —
thought he could combine the
TV series with a pro coaching
job.
"But I elected to give this full
time," he said. "I've had a year
to think abou' whether or not to
re-enter the game. I've missed
the staff, the players, the
strategy and the field work, but
I haven't missed the other
demands that go with college
football. I have already
declared that I would not return
to the collegiate game. After a
great deal of consideration, I've
elected not to coach
professional football in 1976."
Parseghian, who suffered
from high blood pressure during
his final season at Notre Dame,
said his health "was not a
factor" in his decision.
Each episode of his TV series
will consist of young people
Golfers Tied
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. ( AP)
— Six golfers tied with three-
under-par 69s hold the lead
today going into the second
round of the ;11,620 Hyde Park
Open, the eighth stop on the
Florida PGA Winter Tour.
Leading the 166 contestants in
the 54-hole event after
Tuesday's opening round are
Bob Barto of Milwaukee, Beau
Baugh of Cocoa, Fla., Tom
Popa of Columbus, Ohio, Matt
Runge of Huntsville, Tex., Joey
Combs of Jacksonville, Fla.,
and Dick Mast of Lima, Ohio.
The tournament on the 6,500-
yard course will end Thursday.
HORSE RACING
NEW YORK — Forego was
named thoroughbred racing's
Horse of the Year for the second
straight year in voting by the
Thoroughbred Racing
AssOCIation's' Rrd"otnlic.
tion, the Turf" Writirs
Association and th'e Daily
Racing Form.
participating in three different
spocts, plus a fourth segment of
instruction' 'by a welt-ltdown
athlete. Local, regional and
national championship events
will be covered from coast to
coast.
Parseghian described the
show as dealing with "par-
ticipation, dedication and self-
discipline, not winning."
"The whole intent of the
program is to get kids par-
ticipating. I think the saddest
words I ever hear are from
adults — men and women —
who say 'I wish I luid ...' or 'If I
had only tried ...' or 'What I




By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger di Times Sports Writer
Outpointing rugged Symsonia
12-2 during a torrid final quarter
blitz, Murray High never looked
back enroute to a sparkling 65-
58 upset win over the second-
ranked Third District visitors
Last night.
Leading the effort for the
Tigers were junior guard
Raymond Sims, junior forward
Andrea Perry, and senior
center Bob Wilder, who all
combined for 55 of the Tigers'
total effort which raised their
worksheet to 2-3. The evening's
outcome would have to be
tagged frustrating for Coach
Don Butler's squad, which now
holds a 10-1 record, as the
Rough Riders had blitzed
themselves during the final
eight minutes, scoring 12 points
to their hosts' six during one
stage!
MHS waltzed into the fourth
period with a 44-38 margin that
at the time looked invincible,
but before you could blink,
Rough Riders Tim Allred and
Kenneth Crooks had bombed
baskets to pull the visitors
-within two.
The Tigers scrapped out a
pair of buckets, but Symsonia
erased the effort and were down
only 50-44 when the Rough
Riders' 6-3 sophomore center
James Whittemore was fouled
on a shot by MHS's Wilder. The
official ruled Wilder touched the
rim, Whittemore was awarded
the score, and on the next trip
downcourt, SHS's Allred slipped
in a lay-up.
A second later Crooks
bombed in a 15 footer and the
game saw its third deadlock
since tip-off at 50-all with
exactly 4:33 to go.
Then Coach Cary Miller's
squad went to work.
Forward Lindsey Hudspeth
popped in a 15 foot jumper
seconds before teammate Sims
connected on the opposite side
of the court to boost MHS ahead
54-50 with 3:20 showing.
Perry fired in a deep corner
Kentucky State Rated
Top Division II Team
By The Associated Press
Kentucky State, over-
shadowed in its own back
yard by major basketball
powers Kentucky and
Louisville, still had enough of a
national reputation to top
today's rankings in the first
week of The Associated Press
College Division Poll.
Kentucky State, 3-0, was
checked off first on 13 of the 35
ballots cast by a nationwide
panel of sportswriters and
broadcasters for games through
last Sunday, earning the
Thoroughbreds 214 out of a
possible 3.50 points.
Alcorn, sporting a 4-0 record,
trailed by 19 points after picking
up four first-place votes. Grand
Canyon, 8-0, took third on the
strength of three firstplace
ballots and totaled 185 points,
five more than No. 4 ranked UT-
Chatanooga, 4-0, which picked
up eight firstplace votes.
There was a drop of 53 points
from the No. 4 spot to No. 5,
occupied by St. Mary's of
Texas, 8-1, which picked up two
first-place votes.
Old Dominion, last year's No.
1 ranked college division team,
had 119 points and three first-
EASING IT —T1. for'Werd Aare; Perry (41) scoops in- twe if ,
liii 1.11 points uriisg lest Night's 45-58 MRS who over visiting Sym
semis. Lindsey liedspoth (32) vreits for e rebound while Rough
'Riders Kenneth Crooks (35) end Tim hiked (45) fight for tho bell
(sum dame by Wye IL Ge•••51
place ballots for sixth place
after losing three of its first five
games. All the losses were to
division one teams.
Gardner-Webb, 7-2, held down
the No. 7 position with 100
points, Jackson State, 3-1, was
eighth with 91 points, Gannon, 5-
0, wrapped up the ninth spot
with 76 points and Norfolk State,
4-1, turned up in 10th place with
71 points.
Marymount, Kan., 8-1, edged
Tennessee State, for 11th
position 48-47, although Ten-
nessee State, 5-0, was deemed
, the No. 1 team by one voter.
Two points separated the Noe.
'ilend 10 teams; North Dakota, 6-
1, earned 37 points and Fair-
mont ',State, 5-0, had 35 points
and a first-place vote. Ran-
dolph-Macon, 3-1, was parked in
the middle, winding up in 14th
place with 36 points.
The AP Top Fifteen
By The Associated Press
Here are the Top 15 teams in
The Associated Press- college
division basketball poll with
first-place votes in parentheses,
season records through games
of Sunday Dec. 14 and total
points. Points based on 10-9-8-7-
6-5-4-3-24 :
1.KentuckySt.( 13) 3-0 214
2.Alcorn( 4) 4-0 195
3.GrandCanyon( 3 ) 8-0 185
4.UT-Chatanooga( 8) 4-0 180
5.St.Mary's( 2) 8-1 127






12.TennesseeSt.( 1) 5-0 47
13.NorthDakota 6-1 37
14.Randolph-Macon 3-1 36
15.FairmontScr 11 5-0 35
Acquire Player
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
Pittsburgh Penguins have
acquired veteran defenseman
Stan Gilbertson from the
Washington Capitals in ex-
change for rookie left wing
Harvey Benntt.
Gilbertson, the Caps' leading
scorer with 13 goals and 14
assists in 31 games, is expected
to be teamed on a line with Syl
Apps and Jon Pronovost when
the Penguins meet the
California Golden Seals on the
coast tonight.
Gilbertson, 31, broke in with
the Boston Bruins organization
and played with the Seals and
St. Louis Blues before going to
Washington.
Bennett, 24, a 6-foot-4, 215-
pounder, has three goals and
three assists in 25 games this
season.
Won't Participate
BRUSSELS ( AP) — World
5,000 meters record holder
Emile Puttemans of Belgium
today gave up participation in
the Dec. 31 Sao Paulo Corrida,




Puttemans said he would
(-onsiderably reduce his winter
r-ros.s country program. He will
also attempt the indoor 5,000
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jumper on the Tigers' next trip
downcourt before the Rough
Riders tallied when Crooks
found the range on a 10 footer.
In perhaps the most spectacular
play of the game, Sims then
stole the ball from Allred under
the SHS basket, drove down-
court, and connected on a lay-up
with three Rough Riders
defending to make it 58-52 with
1:18 left!
The 5-9 sparkplug guard then
boosted his teams' advantage to
10 when he added another
jumper after Hudspeth had
connected on both ends of a two
plus trip to the line.
Rough Rider guard Roger
McManus pumped in four more
points during the remainder of
the action to lead his squads
efforts in a rally which cut the
Tiger final advantage to seven.
Perry accounted for three of
Murray's first seven buckets in
a solid effort during the opening
period, while teammate Wilder
collected two and Sims added
one to finish the Tiger scoring.
Meanwhile, Symsonia could
only manage nine markers, four
of which were from guard Mark
McManus, second leading
Rough Rider point-producer.
The visitors could never cut
the Tigers' advantage
throughout the second period as
MHS seemed ready to turn the
contest into a rout once it gained
its composition.
Symsonia went nearly two
minutes before scoring after
trailing 16-13 with 5:44 to go.
When it did break the ice on a
Mark McManus jumper,
Murray pumped in a pair of
goals to null the effort and the
see-saw battle continued until
reserve guard Donnie Williams
canned a driving lay-up and
Wilder forced back a tip-in to
establish a 28-19 advantage.
Williams then collected his
other scoring of the contest
seconds later on a 10 foot
jumper and stole the ball to feed
perfectly to Wilder who sacked
the easy lay-up for the 32-21
Tiger halftime edge.
Murray High raised two
different 11 point margins
during the third period with the
first coming ten seconds into the
third at 32-21. The next such
stop was with 5:38 showing after
Sims had canned a pair of long
jumpers and Wilder hit another
lay-up to make it 38-27.
Coach Butler signaled for
time a few moments later and
the Rough Riders came out
charging!
Crooks pumped in a perfect
jumper on the next play despite
being fouled by MHS. He con-
nected on the free throw and the
visitors were within 38-30. But
once again, Sims was there to
blunt the drive when he ripped
the net on a pair of the longest
shots of the night, one a 70 footer
and the other from 15 feet
outside on the left, to up MHS's
edge to its widest, 42-30.
MHS went cold for the
PUTTING THE MOVE ON—Fly Imee (31) works his way inside to
get position on 6.7 frank Hobson
Greg Byers (50) of the takers.
(32) of Trigg Comity. Witch* is
(Stuff Photos by Me Simmilme)
remainder of the quarter ad-
ding only a lay-up by Wilder and
Symsonia cashed in on the
opportunity. Mark McManus
and Crooks each found the
range twice each before
teammate Allred scored to set
the stage for the furious final
quarter.
Murray High outshot the
visitors from the floor, cwt.
necting 063 29 of 58 effcrts for an
even 50 per cent figure to
Symsonia's cold 17 of 51 at-
tempts for 33 per cent. But the
Rough Riders stayed in the
contest on the free throw line
which they visited a whopping
31 times, hitting on 24 attempts
for a 77.4 figure there.
The Tigers, meanwhile, hit on
seven of 11 attempts at the line
for a 63.6 per cent average.
Wilder was the leading
rebotutder for the Tigers with
his 10 grabs, followed by
Perry's nine and Hudspeth's
eight.
MHS is idle over the
the Marshall County Marshalls
In a road contest on January 8
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wallet, the young mans
choice. Pockets and window
section accommodate a
host of credential cards
credit cards photos, etc.
Handsomely crafted in fin-











During !kinking !lows. at
the-Main Rank Office
& Main
December 18 through December 24
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•Nothing to Buy *No Cords To Punch 'All You Do Is Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m.





.Ernployees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win. ..Adults only may 
register .You do not have to be present to win.
Orange Juice A r
32 oz. spa
Fancy Yellow Ripe
Bananas lb. 1 94
Florida Juicy
Oranges 125 Size Doz. 49
Yellow or Red









Good Thur. Dec.,111 thru Wed. Dec. 24
Lynn Grove
Eggs










































Mr. C. Fresh Grated




Purina Riverside g Lean Boneless Pork Pet RitzGrade "A"
Turkeys
;Cutlets lb.$1"!
Lean Meaty Pork Ore ida Shoestring
Potatoes
ZAi thaw %Iasi Isii0Nio thaw Z.• emit Oa". C3ab- oat. rs:welt chaoads c34. cha Tsaihasichaosahcsahchascsahoasokasch.a chaos...4
Armour or Reelfoot
Lom Roast lb. $1 19f
0 Center tut lb. First Cuts lb. I
t$40 b40 ttall 0.0.1:5411. C40 Din. 1:146,C1.0440.040.0,01::1/40,0
4.1:54,
Field Worthmore
Sliced Bacon 8 12 oz. Pkg......a.........a. ft.......... III" 'SAW 11.11104/Eibilb N. C5411 C:,dli• t>straimitbas t%06 411104.111&t...11124111641t ow. t,sw /
Krey Pure Krey Smoked g Fresh Sliced Pork g
Lard ,„ r Jowls Liver; 'i°
4 lb. Carton 
g Squares$1 /7 89' ; lb. 394 ;z in the piece lb. ;
b, isdokis pa, pa, thd. eys ttkiokAr Cup"..Ilidaly.ikle•eumshai.rsawcsaimidigtaioriciaArairki&tumileurotkoaNam.iittamt4101411A•Miak CW1,64a
We have a good selection of  I Clifty Farm 
b
i
Fully Cooked Hams ; Smoked Country ;
Zip Cut Hams



















2 in pkg. 394







































































Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
State Penitentiacy Supt. Henry
Cowan says he will answer any
questions the governor's blue
ribbon panel asks him about all
aplegations by prisoners that he
and another penitentiary offi-
cial engaged in plotting the
murder of an inmate.
Two former inmates of the
penitentiary testified before the
panel Monday that they were
approull68-by Cowan and for-
mer Associate Supt. William
Reynolds and asked to kill Don-
ald Ault, a 43-year-old inmate
who in recent years has filed a
number of lawsuit against
prison administrators.
Covm said Tuesday he would
"rather not make any answer
right nowt" to those allegations,
since he will IA appearing be-
fore the commission Thursday
or Friday. Cowan said he has
no hesitation about appearing
before the panel, and noted that
he testified in open session the
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Tuesday s Puzzle
ACROSS per ience
4 Snade tree1 Pronoun





13 Falsehood 9 Mohammedan
14 Punctuation name
10 Measure ofmark
15 Hign moun • weight
11fain  Abstract
16 Footwear being
18 Drudgery 17 Storage
20 Cash room
drawers 19 Citrus fruit2 1 Denude (pi I 30 Ethiopian ti- 42 Company23 Pedal dig,:
24 Posed for 
tle 43 Break su d-22 Cushion
portrait 24 
Prophetess. 31 Man s name
45 PdoefisslYessive
pronoun

















es 33 The urial
29 Bristle 25 Devoured 36 Commands
30 Fall back 26 Scottish cap 38 Adipose
32 Hold in high 28 Sign of 40 Girls name
regard zodiac 4 1 Part of



































































liM THINKING OF 60(N6
70 AUSTRIA FOR THE
WIMPIC5 Ti415
first time the panel met, "when
everyone else was (heard) in
closed session"
The special panel was
created by Gov. Julian Carroll
to investigate allegations of
wrong doing at the state pris-
ons. Complaints of a murder
plot by penitentiary official sur-
faced initially months ago.
Corrections Commissioner
Charles Holmes said Tuesday
he plans to visit Eddyville later
this week. He said three of his
staff assistants are already
there to help the panel.
Commenting on the prisoners'
charges, Holmes said "any
kind of allegation is serious,
and we take it seriously."
"When sufficient evidence
has been presented to substan-
Murray Moose Lodge
Plans For Events
Murray Moose Lodge will
have a Christmas dance on
Saturday, December 20, at eight
p. m. at the lodge hall. This will
be for members and their out of
town guests.
The band featured will be the
Sh-Ro-Ke.
On Sunday, December 21, at
one p. m. the family Christmas
dinner will be served. Santa
Claus will be present, a lodge
spokesman said.
VA REPRESENTA11VE
Max Miller, a veterans
counselor of the Department for
Human Resources, Kentucky
Center for Veterans Affairs,
will be at the Murray American
Legion Home, 6th and Maple
Streets, from 8:30 a. m. until
330 p. m. on Dec. 18 to assist
veterans and their dependents
with claims for benefits due







rERRIFIER , REEmA FLEE5 THE EVIL
WITCHAIAN „, PEEP /N70 THE
LIVAlErLE.„70 771E 'OLP PLACE"-
date the prisoners' - or the
staff's - allegations, we will
take appropriate action," he
said.
"We will have to wait until
all the evidence is in and then
weigh it"
Gov. Julian Carroll dismissed
as "nothing new" the prisoners'
allegations that the murder had
been plotted by penitentiary
officials.
"That's been going on for
years," he said. "I'm sure its
the same kind of accusation
we've been putting up with for
years."
A singing will be held at the
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church on Sunday,
December 21, at seven p. m.
Featured will be the Sugar
Creek Quartet, the Bethelettes,
and the Kings Sons.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal StMe Market News Service
Deesmikar 11,11014
Krwitacky !edam Area Hog Market
Report Includes 11 Boorleg Stations
Recetpts: Act. mast. 400 Barrows &Gilts
1.75400 lower instances 2.35 lower Sows
.50-1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs... 1/47.41640.111) &swat 47.75
US 1-3 230-240 Its 
US 2-4 310-260 lbs $16.7441.50
US 3.4260-210 lbs 444.7545.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs ps.so-as.so
US 1-3 300450 lbs  $35.50-36.50
US 1-3 450450 lbs $35.50-36.50
US 243)0-500 lbs. 134.0635.00
Boars 222.0031.01
AMVETS EVENT
The Amvets Christmas dinner
and dance will be held Tuesday,
December 23, at 6:30 p. m. at
Paris Post No. 45. Featured
band will be the Barons.
.074,4/e2._
I PARE NOT STAY HERE
TOO PANSEROUS.. 1 CANN - -
FIND HER.., BUT THE BIG
CATS WILL.,,
  - MONEY FOR OUR OIL. 2- F-ORGET I MADE 100
BILLION LAST YEAR. ONLY A PPG WCOLD WANT-ANYMORE  




































Police ..... , 753-1621







Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line„ .. 753-NEED





WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them
NEEDLINE, 753-6333
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Prices on the Kentucky burley
market Tuesday fell by $1.40
per hundredweight from Mon-
day's figures, and volume
dipped by almost 2 million
pounds.
A total of 19,741,440 pounds
was sold at 24 markets Tuesday
for an average of $103.99. Mon-
day's figures were 21,655,206
pounds sold for an average of
;105.39.
A spokesman for the Federal-
State Tobacco Market News
said that the quality of leaf sold
Tuesday was "about the same"
as that sold Monday, "but
about half the grades dropped
anywhere from a dollar to two
dollars in most cases."
Most other leaf prices were
unchanged from Monday, the
spokesman added.
"We're still getting some bet-
ter quality tobacco that is get-
ting anywhere from $112 to
$115," the spokesman said, but
he added that lower grades
were pulping the average down.
Morehead recorded the high
sales averave, selling 665,128
pounds for an average of
$109.89. Mt. Sterling sold 682,38
pounds for an average of
$108.59 and Shelbyville aver-
aged $107.15 on sales of 1,286,-
053 pounds.
Only four of the 24 market
sites reported liverages under
$100; with Covington the lowest
at $98.59 for sales of 402,667
pounds.
Richmond averaged $98.81 on
618,099 pounds, Somerset aver-
uged $98.89 on sales of 607,081
and ,,-Ilariod.sburg, averaged
$99.80 on sales of 586,982
No sales were held at Frank-
lin, Henderson and Paducah.
Bloomfield, Greensburg and
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Wks* lee need simples, equip-
mese er service aell es. Gioia
•wket we Wow best. We Wee
frees dimmers sail ether
deco* egelpesteat fee roe, or
If yes prefer we will dies your





Apbrozunately 12,000 sq. ft of
mead space avaLlatile at 24d
We Feralar Itteeta. Western
Dart Tobacco Parting Corp.
Murray. Ky.. Phone 7313342
3 Card Of Thanks
NO WORDS can describe
how much we appreciate
the expressions of
sympathy we have
received during the loss of
our loved ones. Your
kindness will never be
forgotten. The Family of
Mrs. Mary Graves and
Mrs. Jewell Evans
Laster.
5 Los! And Found
LOST YOUNG black and
tan hound, 1 white and
brown, near Friendship







Chemical Corp. has a
permanent opening for a
control laboratory
chemist. Desires person
with BS Degree in
Chemistry and ex-
perience in instrumental
and wet analyst, excellent
fringe benefits, which
include paid vacations,





Route 2, Box 54, Murray,
Ky., 42071. Attention:
Gene D. Smith, Sr.
Distributorship
The Hottest item sold
through vendors is now
available in your area.
If you are serious about
Self Employment. This
le-not a gei rich quick
scheme. We provide
locations, you service.







(703) 659-2147 or write
including phone No. to
CONSOLIDATED MA-
RK E TING, INC.,
Village Plaza Office




van. Will pay 15 cents a
mile. Call 753-4953.
SOMEONE TO cut and
remove a number of
trees. Kentucky Lake
Lodge Restaurant,




Earn cash or gift. Call
















WANTED TO buy. Good
used barbed wire for
fencing. Phone 435-4347.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 3544440.
15 Articles Fo; Sale
BUY THE best for less.
Custom Built Portable
Buildings, Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call 753-
0984.
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace





brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-
ware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
8500 BTU GAS floor fur-
nace, antique singer
sewing machine, one new
king size bed, complete
with mattress and box
springs still in plastic.
Call 753-7865 from 9 to 5:30
Monday through Friday
FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon oil, tang
oil, furniture cleaner and
refinisher. Murray
Lumber Company.
A GOOD BUY.. .give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite carpet
shampoo. Big K, Be! Air
Shopping Center.
TREADLE SEWING
machine, bowl and pit-
cher, clothes-sizes 12 and




make nice dinner ring
Written appraisal, $750.
Will sell for $500. Call 753-
0535.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315 if no answer
call 753-4698.
TREAT RUGS right,
they'll be a delight if
cleaned with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
N AMP BOX. New. $20.00.
Fat hens, ducks and
geese $2.00 and $5.00. Call
436-5855.
GOOD GRASS hay. Call
753-8555.
WILL BUY TOY trains.
Sales and service, Lionel
and H. 0. Call 7534856 or
753-7570.
FACTORY TRAILER












imy. 641 L. BMW. ay.
WHIRLPOOL, frost free
refrigerator, like new.
18,000 BTU Hotpoint air
conditioner, used. Call
753-3406.
LADIES CLOTHES, size is.
to 184, some new. Call
753-1407.
18 FT. EQUIPMENT tilt
trailer. $750.00. Call 753-
7370.
SEARS KENMORE
washer and gas dryer,
gold tone, 2 years old,
$100.00 each or $175.00 for
both. Call 753-9845.
TWO PIECE BROWN
living room suite, good
condition. $75.00. Call 753-
7435 after 5 p. m.
EACTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534710,
day or night
KLRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street.
New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Hour answering service
FOUR WHEEL trailer,
new bed and wheels. Best















mower. 14 foot case wheel
disc. Call 753-3229 after 5
p m
MS DELTA 1PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3832 or 753-
3228 after 4.
REMINGTON MODEL
118e shotgun. 3" magnum
with ventilated rib. Plus
72" modified extra barrel.
Both in excellent con-
dition. $225.00. Call after
5, 753.2316.
NORTHWMTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" 10 speed.





for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.









*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
REGISTERED POLLED HEREFORD
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1975
12:30 Noon CST
Sale At Feria: Fairview, Ky. on U. S. 68, 10 miles East
of Hopkinsvee
TOP BLOODLINES
Cattle with size and milking ability
One of the top and oldest herds in Kentucky
SELLING 60 LOTS
14 BULLS - Service age and good, 10 OPEN HEIFERS,
28 BRED HEIFERS, Bred to R. W. Jones Bull, 8 COWS
AND CALVES, Brod to R. W. Jones Bull, Jones was the
highest sale ever in U.S.A.
HEATED SALE BARN - LUNCH
ROBERT A. FRITZ L SONS
Fairview, Ky. 42=1




t George Hodge 4
t & Son, Inc. 4,t 4










"it air the only Craig authorized
service dela. in this area-
Central Shopping Center 753 5865
U. Musical
dwikdiet4r. r-r;








$15.00. Also portable 8
track tape player in ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
9523.
ORGAN-ESTEY. Solid
state double key, travel
organ. Model 101. Any






noesk books, olbents, tapes,
Walsers, cord organ. If





reworked and tuned. $150.
Call 753-6251 or 753-0176.
BALDWIN PIANOS and





Antique Mall, 4th 81
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
Would you trade year Mother
Lew for a











100 Sours 13th Street
Flies Roaches.
Silver Fish & Shrubo
Phone 753-3914
NS Ma ROM XS MI6 eilmairreallealeaa
; LIOUIDATION SALE DOWN TO EARTH CLOSE-OUT







































2 r loot A Shoe Dept. I
: Repair Doer. ,i, Olympic Plaza 9.4 weekdays .., Slum
753-9685 R









Cook a delicious ham in 26 ROM,:
ut. CROW inVEk•d o
minutes sizzling hamburger in I mintage! The Oven 019
. A p:P 
enough for homily-size recipes features two automatic timer
controls, purl down see-through 1:$00, .1111 outomatIc electric
lock automatic defrost, start switch and stop switch, nven




S cooking &economies les the Ilederstefe •
ceefers beeikrnet Mad* erproosty for to.. in Inn Pledars". 
by
Simvntr:t
Cooking Orel. Consists or 7-of otrl.!y dioft and Mind 9,41 do"
sand-












small block hot rod parts.
375 fuel heads, accel
distributor and coil,
Edelbrock Torker intake,
etc. Also 1970 90 Yamaha









Lynn Grove, Ky. 435-4133.
CHAIN LINK FENCE,
30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, $1.50 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence












21 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443.8226.
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street.
Call 753.3855.






753-6935 after 5 p.m.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
THREE' 2 BEDROOM




30. All new, total electric
with central heat and air.
Call 753-7381, 8-5 Monday
through Saturday.




Call 767-4055 after 6 p.m.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM apart-
ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher,
washer dryer hookup,




with central heat and air,
wall to wall carpet.
Outlets for washer and
dryer. Married couple,









ditioned. On 121 North.
Call 753-3139.
SKYLINE MOBILE home,  
1961, 10 x 55. two
bedroom, unfurniSh0„
Carpeted with central air
and heat. $1,600 Call 753-
9845 or 753-3454.
1972 12 x 60 CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
bedrooms, bath, central
heat and 3 ton air.
Refrigerator and stove,
underpinned, 8 x 20 ft. red
wood sundeck. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0958
after 6 p. m., Monday
through Friday.
229 HEATER, brand new.
Never been used. $50.00.
Call 753-4251 or 753-0176.
19 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x OD Mobile Home, 3













































commodate 2, 3, 4




















MENT, 3 large rooms,
heat, water furnished,















1608 Catalina. Couple or































-kit 8 Sine Dept. epair
Olympic Plaza 9-9 Weekdays °' 
Sin* R 
Dept.753-9$85
Murray, Ky. 14 Sunday
"Boots &Shoes For Every Activity Under The Sur "
fermi
Exceptional Value!
leo alleletAIM • GUN itreseite ea. stsliesI • dela ofbrew logger alb. ono
lestaless. 2a 1% wilerage 111•14lewl TV &ewe giblet rat ter sew torieditoiaI
Mao totes no«. Poreleito VIP litossalos twit besiesseels 7evedless UNS
rewiel rokresw OW Gees rowiter, wilesieto arooroisigley, serepairwal be peso
'NW The cosies goes in before the name goes ono
Tucker TV Sales &Servke



















BALANCE YOUR EXPENSES AND INCOME.
BUY YOUR FERTILIZER & CHEMICALS NOW.
BE SURE TO HAVE WHAT YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT IT.
If You Pay Now
1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO price increase to
date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit of the cheaper
price.
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheaper price Hutson will
refund money or meet the price.
FREE PROTECTION
MORE SERVICE - BETTER RESULTS
LOWER PRICES
BULK LOADING & SPREADER SERVICE ANYTIME
Hrs. Mon.-Fri.
7:00-5:00
by appointment Closed Dec. 24 IL 25
























































d Dec. 24 & 25
um Year's Day
t DISHWASHER
Hormel, nose S hote.
short wash
• E Whmper Clean* sound
ft ,nsulahonPortable converts to
it a bullt•in




WEINED PIGS for sale.
Call 435-4488.
SHEEP FOR sale, 9 month
old Ewe. Must go as a pet.
Also Ram. $30.00 each.
Call 753-4106.
PURE-BRED Angus bulls
and herefords, also bred
gilts and slaughter hogs.
Call 753-9390 or 753-1348.
PURE BRED Hereford
bulls. 7-11 months old. Not
registered. Call 474-2223.





Retriever for sale. Two
and 3 years olds. Call 753-
1358.
TWO BEAGLES male and
female, good rabbit dogs.






All breeds. Pine Point
Estates, Eagle Creek

















































Ian free Gift Wriggle" with sack gad ovary purcitase.
SW Mop Sitio-lifilassi for waft stir piss.
Ws *resift Tsar
You may shop- Master Charge, Ban kamericard,
Layaway. Charge and Cash.
I
31
39. Poultry - Supplies
LAYING HENS for sale.




within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
WE HAVE a nice mobile
home that can be pur-
chased with a low down
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin,
Ky. The mobile home and
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00. Let John
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
show you this property.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,








elltrftettotio ljI trio.li o
t SAVE $4000






MOM 72 MU 5000
tOUANTITY LIMITED-FOR CHOICE SELECT
t R•g- 295-00 Sale Price$25995
it*
t During the Christmas Season with each.
tEurgeitaenseaawaCoy 1. Lee's Country Ham wie ll%
t Peck's Upholstery
t & Hot Point Appliances
t 609 S. 4th 733-7494%
acI0906099Vitliti",094a
43 Real Estate
WE HAVE clients wanting
(1) property with central
heat and air in Robertson
School district; (2) 40
acres with old house-
cash deal. Call now
Wilson Real Estate, 753-
3263. Or come by 202
South 4th, across from
post office.
NEAR NEW city park in
lovely North Hills Sub-
division. A good buy in a 3
bedroom brick veneer
home with carport on
large lot. Large storage
building in back that
could easily be converted
into an apartment. House




1st. Only $21,900. Come by
Boyd-Majors Real Estate,
105 North 12th or call 753-
3000.
NEAR DOWNTOWN, in
lovely setting, brick, 3
bedrooms, garage, large
lot with big trees. Extra
clean, and neat. Call
now...Bob 753-3509.
Claude L. Miller Real
Estate, 753-5064.
NICE BUILDING lot on
Williams St., 100 x 145 for
$4,300.00, also a nice lot at
Oak and Henry Streets
suitable for a walk-out
garden level home. 90 x
150. Moffitt Realty, 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real „estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2 car
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
gas grill. Also brick utility
building with 2 car car-
port. Call 753-0846, for
appointment.
THREE BEDROOM brick
home, 1/2 years old. Fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, 1/2 baths, 2 car
garage, two blocks from
Murray High School. Will
lease for $225.00 month.








Price reduced by owner.
For appointment call 753-
8611 or 753-9537.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Gay Spaan
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call









Murray Home and Auto
Chestnut Street
46 Homes For Sale
TWO YEAR OLD, 3
bedroom 1/2 bath, central
heat and air. 1607
Parklane. Call 753-3604.









BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick on 1 acre lot, PI
baths. Partially carpeted,




49 Used & Trutic
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1509
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every Wed-
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to. One
hour from Chicago and
next to expressway and
Rockford Airport. Fly in
or drive in.. Come to
Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing. Open
6 days. Jim Clark or
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
This is a dealers auction.
1673 'YAMAHA Kt 254,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
075 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 436-8335 after 5:00
p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHARGER S. E.
Broughm, all power and
air. Low mileage. Extra
clean. Call 753-6564.
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975.
VW Serie°. Call 753-0963.
1968 CHEVELLE 396
automatic, red, with
white vinyl top. Extra
nice. $900,00. Cull 753-
3068.
1969 TWO DOOR hardtop
Chevy Caprice. sharp.
Call 753-1451.
1974 CHEVROLET Caprice 1970 KINGSWOOD Estate
Classic, 4 door hardtop, Chevrolet wagon. Good
with power and air. condition. Call after 5,
$2,975. Call 489-2538. 753-6749.
•
Elie al:dirge løp
Beside of Wastes Book Store
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49 Ils,ed Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET 2 ton





$250. 1963 Chevrolet Ve
ton, ;375. Call 489-2595.
193/ CHEVY COUPE. $600.
Good condition. Call 753-
3496.
FOR SALE: 1966 Solid red
Opal, gas saver, good
condition, good tires, $375.
Call 753-1566.
1972 FORD F100, 4 x 4, V-8,
four speed and free
running hubs, radio. Also
1974 Ford F100, 4 x 4, V-8,
four speed and free




pickup and delivery. Call
753-2993.
ito1)1,11 1972 FORD Ranchero.
Excellent condition.
Radios 27,400 actual miles. EdgarShirley, 753-3006.
1975 HONDA Civic CVCC
Hatchback, 5 speed, 13
inch sport wheels with
steel belted radial tires.
Shag carpet. Rear
defroster. Four months
old. $3,600. Call 7534520'
1962 LINCOLN Con-
tinental. Sharp, leaving
town. Must sell. Call 753-
0428.
1974 OLDS CUTLASS,
bucket seats, power, air,
automatic. Excellent





1967 VW Kerman Ghia, 4
cylinder, 4-in-floor,
nearly new engine, $500,
call Glenda Herndon, 753-
1452, Monday-Friday,
7:30-4:30 p.m.
1970 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and







Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 364-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p.m.
CARPET INSTALLED.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 474-
2789.
PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work




No jobs too small. Call




work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647.










502442-7026, Route 2, Box
490-A, Paducah, Ky
42001.
▪ Sisetirms of Oil, its, Seim
Twine, lig Mir











is sow ris• for bwiress.
Cast s* siwilbswis sad caw
plots prissesimp her lies
frwsisn. bit hogs, iw,
psis awl lessid I irk
mirth of Paris •• Norm
Puri illebrawy.
Call 901442-8201 or Carl
Ekmelde 901442-8201
USDA Approved and Inspected.
LAKELAND CON.
STRULTION. Backboe
work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.
Si Se.. ,es Orrerec;
KIRBY CAREPT CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.








Call 753-6827 or 753-9618.
53 Feed And Seed
RED CLOVER hay. Call
4984789.
)4. Free Column
POUR 7 WEEK OLD
puppies. Adorable, Call
753-8791, anytime.
TWO FREE Kittens. Eight
weeks old. One male and
one female. White with
grey. Call 753-3293.














Wes Mffersi...iliiii-Aird %try Abel hay 7s3.0$59
Holiday Tina
Come In and Browse Around
ewela.rt *
Says Make Your Xmas Gifts'
And Save
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IOW os lb. Best hey" swag inampol portable typewriters, *
by a lending canserna test* mormisio, the 1-S is ruggedly bob Ati
for years of cor•-fra service. It has the feather teedi, Nv.fy wr
wtiss owl consistent speed you're looking for, plus s wealth of
typo-easy f wares , lauding: fell-sits off ice keyboard. Vgt
sotessatic Ilse finder... paper support era pego-ead isodiaster,
latyse isimister with wtswitic th chrome*. half sowing
.. ?midi control selector. . sack•set visible margin contras,..
trumpery'', card holder u.d relies gride. The 1-S comes corm- rj, 
41L-lirk4R-frir4111;011-4t4111;04RI41P011zb-41R-44=b2
pare wilt e healsome, leather-liko tarrying case. Choose from
• distinctive selection, of type styles.
musussumwmailimismiseassisMIMInaitsmitisismiatitmater
Want something Different as Christmas 11
gifts, shop the Squash Blossom
hoe selection turquoise jewelry, leathel
pottery. baskets, wicker furniture, wrought I
iron.




107 N. 4th Street
L
"Ws ' Starting Doc. 1st Hwy Onistmos
Mon-Tvits-Tinms.- 10:00 a. m. - 5:30 p. m.
Wed.-Fri. 10:00 o. m. • 1:30 p. nt.









Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east





work. Gravel and top'soil.
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call
753-1873 after 5 p. m. or
weekends.
TREE TOPPED, firewood





TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No Job too














1203 Chestnut "Free Gift Wrapping" 753.4044
1






Laird, 77, of Puryear, Tenn., a
pioneer in engineering in the
brick industry, died early
Tuesday morning in Henry
County General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He had been W for
several months.
The funeral is planned Friday
at one p.m. at McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with Rev.
Harry Flowers, pastor of First
United Presbyterian Church,
officiating. Burial will be in
Hilkrest Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Laird's
,assnciates in the Holly Springs
!Miss.) Brick and Tile Co., of
which he was general manager
for 20 years until his retirement
in July. Honorary pallbearers
will be the company directors.
Born in Forfar, Scotland, on
Feb. 19, 1898, Laird was a son of
the late James Grant and Jane
White Laird. He came to the
United States, to Ashtabula,
Ohio, when he was 15 years old.
He attended Ohio State
University and was among the
first recipients of a degree in
ceramic engineering.
On June 16, 1923, Laird
married the former Margaret
Mason of Zanesville, Ohio, and
she survives. A life member of
the American Ceramic Society,
he was twice elected president
to the Mississippi-Louisiana
Brick and Tile Manufacturers
Association and was on the
board of directors of Brick
Industries of America. He was
president of Laird Brick Co. of
Puryear.
Besides his widow, he is
survived by two sons, Edward
William Laird and Charles
David Laird, both of Paris;
three daughters, Mrs. James
t Harriet) Maddock of
Washington, Ill., Mrs. Charles
( Margaret Tietjen of Jackson,
Mich., and Mrs. James (Mary
Jane) Hanson of Wichita, Kan.;
a sister, Mrs. James Smith of
Detroit, Mich.; a brother,
Alexander Laird of Forfar,
Scotland; 21 grandchildren and
a number of nieces and
nephews.
The family has suggested that
those who wish may donate to





Funeral services for Eurie
Thompson are being held today
at two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. Connie Wyatt
and Bro. John Dale officiating
and the Pleasant Valley Church
of Christ providing the song
service.
Active pallbearers are
Ronald Thompson, Larry Hurt,
Jimmy Thompson, Jerry
Watson, Alvie Whitis, and
Jimmy Tidwell. Honorary
pallbearers are Loyd Sills, W
T. Downs, Jack Dodd, John D.
Calhoon, Buel Morgan, Her-
schell Pace, Johnny Parker,
Sam Gifford, Novis Ezell, and
Hollis Hale.
Burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Thompson, age 63, died
Monday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He is
survived by his wife, Charlene,
one sister, Mrs. Ottis Hurt, and
five brothers, Roy, Alfred, Ivan,
Elvin, and Robert Thompson.
Walter E. Jones, Leon Hendricks Of
Brother Of Murray Hazel Dies; Rites
Woman, Dies Tuesday To Be On Thursday
Walter Eugene Jones, brother
of Mrs. Clarence Horton and
Mrs. Pauline Hunt of Murray,
died Tuesday at 12:30 p. m. in
the Veterans Hospital, San
Diego, California.
The deceased was the son of
Effie Price Jones and Walter E.
Jones of Los Angeles, Calif.,
and was a veteran of World War
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Irene Jones; one son, Walter
Jones of Fontana, Calif.; five
daughters, Mrs. Dina Watkins
and Mrs. Pat Rogers of Hat-
tisburg, Miss., Mrs. Wilma
Fortune of North Carolina, Mrs.
Margaret Fehn and Mrs. Lea
Clayton of Fontana, Calif.; one
brother, George Ed Jones of
Carson, Calif.; three sisters,
Mrs. Horton and Mrs. Hunt of
Murray and Mrs. Lena Steed of
Atlanta, Ga.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at eleven a. m. Burial






Mrs. Doris Martin Gorrell of
Hardinsburg, former nursing
instructor at Murray State
University, died Monday at 6:30
p. m. from injuries suffered in
an automobile accident on
Highway 54 near Philpot.
Other details of the accident
were unavailable. She is sur-
vived by her husband, Norris
Gorrell who was a former ad-
missions counselor at Murray
State University, arid one
daughter, Lisa Gorrell, Har-
dinsburg, and her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl J. Martin of
Owensboro.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at eleven a. m. at the
chapel of the Davis Funeral
Home, Owensboro, with burial
in the Rose Hill Cemetery.
• - - -
The Youth of Sinking Spring Baptist Church will present a Live Nativity Scene at the church on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 6:00, 7:00 and 8:00 each evening Every one is invited to come
and see this scene.
Leon Hendricks of Hazel died
Tuesday at two p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He was 72
years of age.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lydia Sue Hendricks of
Hazel to whom he was married
on December 28, 1902. One son,
Pat Hendricks, died in 1935.
Born November 1, 1903, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Bud and Betty
Alexander Hendricks.
Mr. Hendricks was a member
of the Hazel Baptist Church
where funeral services will be
held Thursday at 2:30 p.m. with
Dr. H. F. Paschall of Nashville,
Term., and Rev. James Garland
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White and Mrs. Gwen Key
providing the music.
Active pallbearers will be
Jack Newport, Joe Booker
Adams, Bert Taylor, Arlis
Byars, Hoyt McClure, and
Larry Hurt. Honorary
pallbearers will be members of
his Sunday School Class and
friends.
Burial will be in the Hazel
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller




Marie Taylor, a pianist of
outstanding ability, will present
a concert titled "A Christmas
Fantasy," Thursday,
December 18, at 1:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
Mrs. Taylor is an assistant
professor in the Murray State
University Music Department.
She has performed both locally
and in many other areas.
The piano concert will be the
fourth in a series of Christmas
programs presented at the
library during the holiday
season.
The public is invited to attend
this presentation of Christmas
music, a library spokesman
said.
Taxes. • • (Continued from Page 1)
A quick veto could return the
bill to Congress in time for an
override attempt before the
year-end recess, expected to
begin later this week.
In what amounted to a test
vote on whether the anticipated
veto can be sustained, the
House refused Tuesday night to
rush the bill through to the
Senate under a legislative
shortcut procedure.
The bill's backers fell 72 votes
short of getting a twothircis
majority required for passage
under this quick-action
procedure, thus casting doubts
on the possibility of mustering a
similar two-thirds majority
necessary to override Ford's
expected veto.
The vote found 256 in favor of
passing the bill under a process
known as suspending House
rules and 160 against.
Ullman did not seem to feel
that the procedural vote
indicated a lack of House ability
to override Ford's veto.
After the House vote, Ullman
told reporters, think we are
in a better position now to
appraise the chances of
overriding a veto.... I expect an
Nativity Scene Will
Be Shown At Kiritsey
A live nativity scene will be
shown at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday,
December 19, 20, and 21, ac-
cording to a church spokesman.
The scene will be shown at
6:30 p. m. each evening.
Calvary Temple To
Hold Program Friday
A Christmas program will be
presented at Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church of God on
Friday, December 19, at 7:30
p.m. The program will be by the
young people of the church
under the direction of Pam
Tipton and Debbie Clendenen.
Titles of the two Christmas
plays to be presented are "A
Modern Christmas Carol" by
Molly Brooks and "A Little
Child Shall Lead Them" by
Margaret J. Williams.
The public is invited to attend
this inspiring Christmas
special, a church spokesman
said.
Photo by Carlos Badey
all-out effort by the Democratic
leadership and the
Democrats.... I think we will
have more Republican votes
than we had today."
When it comes to the issue of
-whether the constituents get a
big tax increase, there will be
some changed votes and we
have a good chance to
override," Ullman added.
Here is what the bill means to
some typical taxpayers with
average personal deductions of
17 per cent of income:
—A single person making
$17,500 a year would pay $3,145
yearly in taxes if the bill is not
passed. Under the temporary
1975 tax cut law he will owe
$3,115 next April and under the
congressional compromise
legislation would owe $2,965 in
April 1977.
—A married couple with two
children and a $17,500 income
would pay $2,156 yearly in taxes
if the bill is not passed. Under
the temporary 1975 tax cuts, the
couple will owe $2,036 next April
and under the compromise bill
would pay $1,976 in April 1977.
The tax cut, enacted this year
as an economy boosting
measure, expires automatically




The regular clinic at the
Calloway County Health Center
scheduled for Thursday,
December 18, has been can-
celled due to the construction at
the center, according to R. L.
Cooper, administrative
assistant.
For an emergency due to the
cancellation of the clinic,





Care Center will close at noon
on Friday, December 19, for the
day.
Emergencies will be handled
by calling 753-6622, a center
spokesman said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.0, down 0.4.
Below Barkley Dam 309.1,
down 1.7





Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished (0th. Ledger & Times by
I. M. Simon Co. areas follows
Airco 17% -Le


















Repubbic Steel 27% +54
Stnger  As
Tappan Vs -Le
Western Union 15% one
Zenith MI +lb
Prices of stock at local interest at noon
EDT, today, furaidbad to the Ledger k
Times by First at Wigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as Mom
U.S. Homes 4% -%
Kadinan & Broad  +te
Ponderosa System  unc
Kimberly Clark We
Union Carbide W. -As
W.R. Grace 25% unc
Texaco 23 A4




Jim Walters We +1%
Kirsch 134 +%
Disney 4111'. +%
Franklin Mint We AS
Our Holiday Room Hostess, Mrs. Evelyn Wilson is polishing the Over and
preparing the Holiday Room which_ be open Thursday, December 18 and
remain open during banking hours through December 24.
Mrs. Wilson eking with the other officers and staff of the Bank of Murray in-







Regulars, longs, Shorts, Size 36-46
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
lase-Sst. Sac
t:30-941 1-5 
1:11,:pit Plea; 441 N.
leastattima
414k




and Santa will be in his little workshop every night from
3:30 to 7:30 until Decem ber 23. Most Downtown Murray























































































Retail Stores In State Jammed
With Late Christmas Shoppers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If you're one
of the thousands who wait until the last
minute to do your Christmas shopping, you
probably know how Daniel Boone felt
years ago when he complained he needed
more "elbowroom,"
Retail stores in Kentucky are jammed
with Christmas shoppers, despite an in-
crease in unemployment since last year,
according to Paul Tanner, director of
research in the state Department of
Revenue.
He said in an interview Monday that
most Kentuckians apparently are op-
timistic about the economy—that they're
not as worried as they used to be.
"I don't think things look rosy, but cer-
tainly they look better than they did last
year," Tanner commented. "Unem-
ployment is off a little bit, and we seem to
have turned the corner."
Unemployment in Kentucky has drop-
ped for several months, and in November
the jobless rate was 7.1 per cent compared
with 7.4 per cent in October.
Last year at Christmas time, shoppers
"were a little frightened," Tanner said.
"When people are frightened they tend to
hang onto their money, and they're not as
frightened this year."
Tanner said there are no figures or
statistics to support his claim that more






FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 11401
Branch out to some extent.
Realize your limitations,
however, so that you won't
overreach your mark. Good
judgment needed.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some misleading influences.
Take no promises for granted.
Get everything in writing and,
above all, be cautious in dealing
with strangers.
GEMINI
( May 72 to June 21) n4li-
Your impressions about
certain acquaintances will be
valid, but don't spread the
word. Some information is best
kept secret.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) 490
Delays and obstacles may be
the order of the day but such
challenges can boomerang, in
your favor if you stress your
determination — and foresight.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 231
Being in the right place at the
right time could be the key to a
new opportunity or an ad-
venturesome experience on this
highly stimulating day. Keep all
senses alert.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
A day in which a personal
ambition can be happily
fulfilled. You finally get the
backing you wanted — and
needed.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
You may hear some idle talk.
Be analytical and sift through
all the wordage until you ring
the bell of fact. Then, and only
then, take any needed action.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Discretion should be day's
watchword. Keep disposition
RAP
even in order to cope with the
ruffled ones you meet — and
there may be several.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) efili0
Going it alone will not be the
answer now. There are definite
areas where you will have to
associate with, plan with others.
Teamwork!
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Id
Some plans may have to be
changed whether you like it or
not. Be composed, however, for
you may well profit by the
change. Keep your sense of
humor sharp.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A good time for some in-
trospection. Through reflection,
you will get a clearer view of the




( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Don't let emotions dictate
your actions— a tendency now.
In all situations, fact facts and
be realistic, objective in
thinking.
YOU BORN TODAY are
innately energetic, can be a
"ball of fire" when the urge
takes over; are concise, skillful
and effective in endeavors. You
were born to do "big" things,
are never satisfied with the
mediocre. You are highly
perceptive and inventive;
would make a brilliant business
executive, head of a corporation
or financier. Your gift for
mediation and your powers of
persuasiveness help make you
an outstanding arbiter or
negotiator; are also helpful
assets to a legal career. In the
professional world, you could
also choose science, music,
literature or playwri,ghting as a
life work. Curb tendencies
toward selfishness and too great
a desire for comfort and luxury.
Birthdate of: Edward Mac.
Dowell, Amer. composer.
)1 PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square





Perfect for Christmas Gifting!
Hundreds of Fall and Holiday
Fashion Sweaters-
Long and Short Sleeve,
Solids and Patterns,
Hoods, Belts, Pullovers-
Regular $14 & $16, NOW
$9
MINNENS MURRAY
OPEN NIGHTS and SUNDAYS
r
year on Christmas gifts, "but from what I
see and observe personally, there is every
indication that the volume will be up this
year."
Dave Stucker, a spokesman for the
American Automobile Association in
Louisville, said there is another indication
Kentuckians aren't as worried about the
economic situation as they were last year.
The club's routings—requests for
traveling instructions—are up about 12 per
cent, Stucker said.
"The econonay's not affecting travel at
all," Stucker said. "People are goingto go
home for Christmas, and now that the gas
shortage isn't that much in evidence, more
will probably travel."
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
NUTRITION A LA CARTE
• Here's a winter party idea—a
skating party buffet. Serve piping
hot oyster stew along with crusty
bread and butter, also a healthy
Caesar salad and hot mince pie.
You'll be a winner with such a
menu and the skating party will
get you and your fnends out of
doors for some winter exercise.
• The idea that certain foods can
cause arthritis, or cure it. is un-
founded Extensive research has
failed to show that the absence or
presence of any food or vitamin
will either cure or cause any form
of arthritis. Careful medical
examination of people who claim
cures in this manner usually
shows the people didn't really
have arthritis
• The importance of calcium and
phosphorus is obvious when you
consider that these minerals com-
prise roughly two to three percent
of the weight of an adult Ninety-
nine percent of the calcium and 80







Master Brian T. Hopkins, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Thelma Stacy,
c-o J.E. Mathis, Rt. 2, Clinton,
Willie Cooksey, Rt. 1, New
Concord, Ricky Lovett, 820 S.
90., Murray, Mrs. Marsha C.
Phillips, Hardin, Mrs. Marian
Posey, 1511 London Dr.,
Murray, Master William J.
Shelton, Rt. 2, box 19, Murray,
Master Eric Faivre, 607 S. 9th.,
Murray, Miss Anne Ambuehl,
Box 7354 Regents Hall, MSU,
Mrs. Robbie L. Etazzell, Rt. 1,
Box 300, Murray, James L.
Duncan, Rt. 1, Almo, Elvin H.
Crouse, Rt. 2, Murray, Rule
Burkeen, Route 1, Dexter,
James H. Ezell, Route 1, Box 27,
Murray, Wiley P. Outland, Rt.
8, Murray, Mrs. Jettie M.
Smith, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Eunice Morgan, Rt. 6, Box 290,
Murray, John H. Clements,
Almo, Fred T. Hart, Rt. 1,
Hazel.
your body are in your bones and
teeth. The remainder is in your
soft tissues and body fluids.
• Everybody needs protein. In
fact, on a dry weight basis, you
are about half protein. A third of
your protein is in muscle, a fifth in
bone abd cartilage, and a tenth of
your protein is in your skin. The
rest is distributed in other tissues
and body fluids. For repair and
maintenance you need protein in
your meals every day
• Did you know it takes 115 gallons
of water to grow enough wheat for
one loaf of bread? Or that the
average person in the United
States uses some three-and-a-half-
million gallons of water during
his lifetime? Such facts are
nstea!gering, but serve to prove ourtd
for a vast supply of clean
water to produce our food.
• As one of the four food groups,
dairy foods are important because
these foods are your very best
source of calcium You need
calcium, even when you're an
adult, for upkeep of bone and for
proper functioning of nerves and
muscles. Milk and its products are
important, too, for protein, and
the B vitamin, nboflavin. as well
as other vitamins and minerals
Jaycees Honored
COMPLETE COURSE—These Jaycees have completed the
Successful Dynamics Course. Left to right, top row, are Don-
ny Lovett and Jerry McCoy. Middle row are Terry Broach and
Tom Lossner and bottom row are Eddie Jones, Mike Hut-
chens-and Eric Polley.
JAYCEE OF THE MONTH AWARDS went to Gary Crass,
Steve Durbin, Eric Polley and Jerry McCoy.
SPOKE AWARDS for first year Jaycee members were
presented to Gary Crass, Mike Stevens and Terry Broach.
SPARK PtUG AWARDS were awarded to Steve Durbin,
ler r% •it and Mike Hutchens.
GARY CRASS received the SPEAK-UP AWARDS were presented to Gary Crass, JerryJaviee of the Quarter award. McCoy, Tom Lossner and Eric Polley.
7, &di
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Built-in regular and telephoto len-
ses Select either in an ins tort Slim


























No. 1041/2" x 450"






Piping hot lather always Uses
all brands of shaving cream on






















Modern, functional *sign Can be placed on
table or hag on the wall Ftegulai and









Sole 78'12 oz. Can
Sonac
Denture Cleaning System
The easiest, fastest and most ef-






Keeps the heat where its won
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The spirit of Christmas is everywhere
filling the world with happiness and joy.
We hope your holiday is brimming
with all good things.
Roy's
Top Shop
S. 4th St. 753-6970
Extending ow thanks and heartfelt prayers for a




302 N. 701 Si.
14ayfie3d, Ky. 247-3650
HOLIDAY SAFETY
Nobody needs a blazing Yule tree
Don't let the cheer and joy
of Christmas turn to tragedy.
That's the warning firemen
everywhere are giving Amer-
icans as the Yule season ap-
proaches.
What they mean is this:
don't let your Christmas tree
turn into a firebrand that
could set the house ablaze.
Each year fire fighters is-
sue this warning, yet they re-




11S S. 46 753-17113
Sending hearty wishes for all
delectable things to fill your
stockings to overflowing.
Men?, Christmas and thanks.
brings an increase in the
number of fires caused by
Yule trees and other flam-
mable decorations.
Fire safety experts say
metal trees are the most de-
sirable, since they're non-
combustible. And of course
they are economical. Yet
even these trees have their
drawbacks. There is a poten-
tial danger of electric shock if
strings of lights are used on
metallic trees, firemen warn.
For example, if sharp met-
al edges or tips come in con-
tact with broken bulbs or
terminal openings of lamp
holders, the Christmas tree
suddenly can become elec-
trically charged and danger-
ous.
Ideally, firemen say,
metallic trees should be il-
luminated by remotely lo-
cated spotlights. But of
course this can be expensive.
So the next best thing is to be
overcareful about how you
decorate the metallic tree.
Fire safety officials also
advise tree buyers to require
evidence that plastic or
metallic trees are made of
materials that burn slowly or
not at all.
Don't buy a larger tree than
you need, they caution, for a
Christmas tree essentially is
fuel — and excessive fuel
anywhere is dangerous.
Be on the lookout for trees
processed with a flame-re-
tardant chemical, firemen
suggest. They're far less
hazardous, even when they
begin to wilt and dry.
Fire fighters in most com-
munities have a checklist of
dos and don'ts for selecting
Christmas trees and orna-
ments. Here are some of
them:
— Place the tree as far
from a heat source as you
can. And don't put it near a
stairway or exit door, where
a draft could feed any blaze.
— Impose a "no smoking"
rule around the tree, and let
your family and friends know
about it if you don't want to
Post a sign
— Figure out how you
would douse a fire ahead of
time, so that if one should













— Don't use old-fashioned
candles like grandma did on
or near the tree.
—Tell the kiddies not to op-
erate their electric trains,
motors or other toys using
electrical current under the
tree. An electrical spark can
touch off a fire.
— Check Christmas
for frayed wiring, loose con-
nections and broken or dam-
aged sockets. Any of these
could trigger a blaze if they
aren't repaired or discarded.
— Use a 15-ampere circuit
for current to operate Christ-
mas displays. That will
minimize the danger of Eire
from electricity.
May the gift of love light your Christmastide.









Wilson Insurance Real Estate
And Auction
Acres* frogs Past Office
qua. emsrrnksi
Christmas brings warm
hearts, happy voices and
laughter, shared with those
we hold most dear. We join
the holiday merriment with
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2 5 N OFF
ELSEWHERE 1 09 430
KRAFT
PARTY BUTTER MINTS
8 OZ ELSEWHERE 69C
KRAFT
PEANUT BRITTLE
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Limit 2 Doz. With $7.50 Add. Put.























1/4 Loin Pork Chops Lb. $1.19










$2 49 I Can Ham$ 6 49
12 oz. Pkg. 694
Armour's
3 Lb.



























Gt. Size Tide 49 oz "x $119
Pointer Dog Food 6 16 oz. Cans 89"
Coronet Tissue 4 Roll Pkg. 69'
Solo Dog Food 20 lb. Bag $429
Purina Dog Food 2S lb. Bag $589
Boma Grape Jelly 18 oz. 69"
Mrs. Butterworth's Syrup . oz. $129
Lipton - Make A Better Burger 2/894
Wishbone Italian Dressing.16... 89'













Pink Grapefruit Juice  
Stokely Cut Beets 




Armour Beef Stew - 
Merit Saltine Crackers
Hyde Park Chili 
Hyde Park Corn





Northern Tissue..  
Soft & Pretty Tissue 
Viva Fiesta Towels 
Musselman
ARAP Sc
Scot Lad Peaches ....
Scot Lad Tomatolhice
Del Monte Pumpkin , 
Double Luck Cut Green Be
Coupon 




Limit 1 Per Family
Max- Pox
Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Maxwell House
Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Pepsodent
cout














ExPi res 1Z.24-75N Expires 12-24-75 Expires 12-24-75 E3EpireUk24-75 • . Expires
Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's (;d on10111itore c Good Only 1
- — II






;it Juice  oz. Cans 494
eets  4160z.cans$100








24 et. Can 894
1 lb. Box 494
2 15 oz. Cams 994
 3 16 oz. Cans $1°°












:aches . 201. Co 554
Imatoluice
Pumpkin. 3 lb si-Cons $100
i Cut Green Beans 4 160z. cans $ 1 00 Scot Lad Drinks
20,59‘









. . . 7 ix.















Kraft Singles 12 oz. Pk9 909
Velveeta 2 Lb. Box $169
Miracle Maigarine 1 Lb. Bowl 694
Philadelphia Cream Cheese 
Kraft Whipped Topping 9...can 75'
Hunt's Ketchup
8 oz 554
 32 oz. 794
' Banquet Pot Pies
11100
For
Pet Ritz Pie Shells  I° 494
4 Rog pkg 794 Hyde Park Whipped Topping 901 634
4 R°11Pkg 19' Tubby Jr. Coconut 6 °Z 454
55' Hyde Park Orange Juice 1 2 01 494
32 oz.












Limt 1 Per Family
Close-Up
Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Post
Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Gelatin
Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Top Choice
lste Toothpaste Grape Nuts Jell-0 Dog Food
,e Family Size Flakes 3 oz. Pkg. 36 oz. Pkg.
894 --I.'.--. 
18 oz. Box 794 4/994 sio9
i475 Expires 12-24-75
Expires 12-24-75 Expires 12-24-75 ' Expires 12-24-75
torey's ' Good Only at Storey's Good only at 
Storey's Good Only At Storey's
—
Good Only At Storey's
•Bil-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.










  Lg. 80 Size
*Limit Rights Reserved




Lg. SO Size 3 Lbs. $100
3 Lbs. $1






Sweet Potatoes 4 Lbs $1




Queen of Scot Coffee Creamer









Sunshine Cheez It 1 lb Box 694
Merit Snack Cracker 
Folgers
Coffee
—or, —at— 4- 4 enet.p4p--iter. do.
10 oz.
Jar
12 oz. Box 494
219














peace and joy of
Christmas abide with
you and your loved
ones. Thanks for your
generosity.
Ray T. Broach
309 S. 5th 753-4703
Blessed are they who see Christmas
through the eyes of a child! May the
breathless anticipation of Santa Claus
renew our sense of wonder and joy,
this happy season. Magical wishes
and thanks for your patronage.
Westview Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St. 753-1304
AFTER 40 YEARS
Monopoly players still passing 'go'
By JEFF NORDLUND
Copley News Service
The lot names, the tokens,
the money, everything —
even the funny, little man
who appears on the Com-
munity Chest and Chance
cards and in the rules have
become solidly entrenched as
parts of American trivia,
folklore and pastimes.
Boardwalk to Baltic. Read-
ing to B&O. Luxury tax, in-
come tax and jail, too. They
are all a part, of course, of the
immensely popular table
game, Monopoly.
What was once merely a
popular diversion for Depres-
sion families, has grown
through the years to become
one of the more popular and
best-known table games in
the work'. But it was not until
just recently that it became
the subject of game theorists,
latent on making Monopoly-
playing a skill.
The game began humbly
enough when Charles Dar-
row, an unemployed furnace
repairman from German-
town, Pa., designed the first
version of the game on a
sheet of linoleum in 1933.
He called the game















for you and yours will
echo all through Christmastide,
bringing joy and good cheer to all.
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
W. Railroad 753-1933
modeled the board's lay-out
after the street plan of
Atlantic City, N. J., where his
family had vacationed in bet-
ter times.
Eighty million games have
been produced since, netting
Parker Brothers, the com-
pany that bought the game
from Darrow in 1934, over $75
million in profits. Although
Darrow was never able to
invent another marketable
game, he died in 1967 a mil-
lionaire.
In 1973 the game sold 3.5
million dollars, an increase of
10 per cent over 1972 — a
testament to the game's con-
tinued popularity. Even
though its roots are unmis-
takably in the money-tight
Depression days, the general
principles the game is
founded on are still as
realistic today.
Several years ago, Atlantic
Qty officials seriously con-
sidered changing some of the
roads' names to end some of
the confusion that had motor-
ists confused for years, but
such an uproar of Monopoly-
sentimentalists arose the
idea was quickly scrapped.
They argued changing the
names of the roads would
tend to take some of the
realism away from the game.
And besides, they said, the
names like Connecticut and
Tennessee avenues were too
richly American to discard.
The Russians regard the
game as a perfect example of
the dog-eat-dog capitalistic
world. To them the game is
known as "Capitalism."
If the rudiments of play of
Monopoly are basically
harmful to players, at least
they are entertaining and as
American as the proverbial
apple pie.
No less a high-brow publi-
cation than the New Yorker
once described Monopoly
thusly:
"The game (Darrow) in-
vented was brilliantly con-
ceived, for it was an uncan-
nily exact reflection of the
business milieu at large. In
its depth, range and subtlety,
in its luck-skill ratio, in its
sense of infrastructure and
socio-economic parameters,
in its philosophical charac-
terizations, it reached the
profundity of the financial
community."
To those who probably play
the game more often than any
one at the New Yorker, the
Burning the
Yule Log
The burning of the Yule
log is a custom handed down
by the English who settled
in America. On Christmas
eve the log, set on the
hearth, is kindled with the
remains of the log from the
previous year. Many super-
stitions surround the Yule
log. It was thought by some
to protect their home from
evil spirits, others thought
the ashes would help swol-
len glands! At Williamsburg
Lodge, in Williamsburg, Vir-
ginia, the burning of the




In Iceland, Christmas Eve
Is the holiest night of the
entire holiday season Leg-
end has it that on the night
before Christmas, many
years ago, dwarfs, elves and
other "little folk" danced
in the streets.
game is something less lofty,
but just as much fun.
Maxine Brady, 33, a text-
book editor and self-con-
fessed Monopoly nut, wrote
"The Monopoly Book," that
was published last year. It
is the first time so much of
.he game's playing theory
was put into print.
Correspondingly, a world
championship Monopoly




will be your merriest
Christmas ever!




A miraculbus star shone in
the heavens that Holy-Night
the Savior was born. For
nearly two thousand years
that bright spirit has
flourished as we rejoice each
Christmas season, and
reaffirm our faith in His Holy
Birth. May His true spirit
abide with you through the













































































































"We'ese certain to spend at
least $2 million removing snow
and ice from Kentucky's roads
this winter," said George
Asbury, director of the state
Department of Transportation's
division of maintenance.
Asbury said that this amount
would be spent if Kentucky has
a "mild" winter, such as the
ones we have had for the last
four years.
"We have actually budgeted
$2.3 million for snow removal
this winter," said Asbury, "and
that's not very much compared
to the expenses of states to the
north of us which have a lot
more snow."
A recent press release from
the Virginia Department of
Highways and Transportation,
however, said their main-
tenance division has budgeted
$11 million for snow removal
this winter.
"A bitterly cold winter, which
everyone else would call a hard
winter, might be termed mild
by maintenance standards. We
go strictly according to how
much snow and ice removal is
necessary," said Asbury.
Asbury added than an
average winter's snow and ice
removal would cost the state
around $3 million, and a heavy
winter would cost $3.5 million or
tore.
"There is no correlation
between total depth of snowfall
and the cost of removing it,"
*.icl Asbury.
;He added that the expense of
sflow removal depends on how
roany times and at what hours
tl!e snow crews have to be
brought out.
"Five snows of one inch each
sire going to cost us three or four
4mm.: as much to remove as one
five inch snow," said Asbury,
iiecause we have to pay for the
labor five times instead of once.
: "Also, if we have to call the
ciews out during the night, on
holidays or at any time other
than normal working hours, our
costs are driven up by over-
time."
Asbury said that the main-
tenance division has ap-
proximately Zr5 snow plows and
375 salt spreaders on hand to
deal with whatever snow and
ice we have this winter.
"We also have graders
available in every county," said
Asbury, "which are used in
times of extremely heavy
snowfall to push the snow back
off the road.
"One piece of equipment
Which we'll be using for the first
time this winter is a flexible,
plastic snow plow blade
designed to prevent damage on
the roads which have recently
ilad raised pavement markers
ipstalled on their centerlines."
A priority system has been
$stablished by the maintenance
division for road clearance.
"The major through roads
ere the most important to get to
$irst," said Asbury, ' 'because of
the high volume of traffic they
tarry and because leople
driving them are often un-
familiar with the roads."
Asbury added that there are
over 12,000 lane miles of priority
one roads (major US routes,
interstates, toll roads, urban
expressways) to clean in the
event of snow or ice and over
8,000 lane miles of priority two
roads (other US routes and
major state routes). Priority
three consists of rural roads and
local service roads.
"Since the winter of 1965-1966,
when we began clearing the
snow and ice all the way down to
the bare pavement, the
cheapest we've ever gotten by is
the winter of 1972-1973 when we
spent $1.5 million," said
Asbury.
Breaking down the cost of
snow removal, Asbury said that
salt is 50 per cent of the ex-
pense, labor 40 per cent,
equipment and equipment
maintenance 10 per cent.
Brownie Investiture for Troop No. 288 was held at the First Christian Church Educational
room. Mrs. Larry Tillman is leader with Mrs. Mike Rose as assistant. Fifteen Brownies took part in
the investiture. The troop of first grade students meets every other teacher at North Elementary
School.
Foresters Looking For Superior Trees
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Somewhere in Kentucky are
superior trees that will one day
be the parents of thousands of
small seedlings growing in state
tree nurseries.
State foresters are scouring
the woods for them, drurruning
up prospects from landowners.
The search for these trees is
the first step of a new tree
improvement program of the
division of forestry in the
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December 16, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includeellleyheg Stations
Receipts; Act. 213F4. *Barrows & Gilts
.Z to 50 lower Sows Mite .75 higher
US 1-2 200-230 Ihe $4&-4I.75
US 14 930-240 lbe 141.75-11115
US 2-4560-350th. /111.111141.151
US 3-4 350400 Ike $117.0141411
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs. $31.011,17.00
US 1-3350-450 Rs. 1211.10.31.10
US 1-3 460440 lbs. ....1311.31547.25 few 37.50




CORVALLLS, Ore. ( AP ) —
Satellite photographs are being
used by scientists here to eval-
uate about 100 of the nation's
lakes in studies which may cut
costs for future water quality
monitoring.
Using the Earth Resources
Technology Satellite, the study
group examines photographs
taken from 569 miles and com-
pares them with ground sam-
ples.
David Boland, physical geog-
raphy expert for the U.S. Envi-
ronmental Research Center,
says the team may eventually
determine the quality of lakes
without visiting them.
Boland said the survey is de-
signed to identify major lakes
which have potential or existing
"aging problems" caused by
municipal sewage discharges



















It lighting Fixtures $11 0/ gi Reduced as much as 7510 11 11 At least 25% off on all 1
1
I Merchandise in our store 1
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.IsiimwitiattammgvaimmlnimmerammarmligrAA1. Sunbury Drive, Murray
.Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection.
The trees that are selected
must be the best—survivors of
rigorous qualification tests.
After the champion trees have
been located, a judge is called
in. The judge is Russell Cox,
state tree improvement
forester.
The trees Cox chooses must
meet specifications established
for each species.
So far, only a few trees have
passed the test. However, by the
time the first selection process
ends three years from now,
about 50 to 100 trees will be on
the list.
— The division of forestry's tree 
improvementprogram is
concentrating on only a few
species each year. The first
selections will be of black
walnut, white ash and Virginia
pine. Black walnut was picked
because there is a good market
for it. The state is taking part in
a cooperative study of white ash
with the US. Forest Service.
Virginia pine is one of the pines
that is in most need of im-
provement.
After the top trees have been
selected and their owners have
been notified, the division
foresters will collect seeds or
grafts from the trees and begin_
an orchard at one of the state's
three tree nurseries or on other
public lands.
In 10 to 12 years those first
small trees will produce seeds.
Then, one year later, the first
crop of seedlings will be ready
to plant throughout the state.
Seedlings are sold by the
division of forestry each year.
Kentucky does have some
experience in tree selection.
Several cooperative studies on
pine seedlings have been done
with the Tennessee Valley
Authority. Those studies were
of the white pine, shortleaf pine
and loblolly pine.
New members and leaders of the second grade group of Brownie Scouts at North Elementary
School are, left to right, first row, Beth Woodall, Carol Dunn, Valerie Duncan, Dana Cun-
ningham, Barbara Wells, Carla Henderson, second row, Michelle Ford, Regina Herndon, Kathy
Shoftner, Jill Rowland, Rhonda Lee, Wm Hale, Regina Fox, Marilyn McCallon, Marcia Ford, third
row, Pam Herndon, Tina Nanny, Tammy Miller, Debbie Key, Buffy Elkins, johnna Jones. Kim Bor-
ders, Melissa Smith, Patsy Woodall, and Sue Ford. Staff Photo by David Hill
Third grade Brownie Scouts and leaders at North Elementary School are, left to right, first
floor, Kimberly Garland, Sherry Emerine, Shawn Bucy, Lisa Robinson, Kim Hopkins, Theresa
Bullitt, Angela Usher, second row, Jeannie Rule, Valerie Collie, Kelly Newsome, Michelle
Marine, Thersea Eldridge, Carman Newsome, Jill Thornton, Laurie Parker, Vona Darnell, third
row, Joyce Emerine, Lisa Crouse, Lisa Ellis, Debra Therrien, Debbie Ingram, Jill Riley, and Brooks
Collie. Staff Photoby David Nil
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street
"Power Pierce" for effort- Extra steam for stubborn
less penetration. Cutting wrinkles helps clean iron
assembl removes. 5-182/83 too. Water level gauge.12-71
8 DIGIT
CALCULATOR
Amazing price for a pocket
calculator with all four func-
tions plus a percent key.







one for legs, the other for




Big 41" diameter crib
holds up to 1/5th of.
cord of wood. Tubular





Makes newspapers intsfirealase leqst EloY to
use, safe (children love to sake 'mil)—and it
needs no linaid additives for burning. Black with




Joe Namath endorsed. Cov-
er doubles as serving bowl.
Makes four quarts. 500G
HOMEOWNER'S 888
31/4" VISE
For mechanic's too. Perma-
nent pipe jaws, replaceable
faces.. 170
HURRICANE HOCKEY
The puck moves on a cush-
ion of air- at blazing speeds'
Defend your goal or attack
your opponent's—slap the
puck with the round-han-
dled striker. Rebound
bumpers all the way around.
Legs fold for storage.
Phone 753-2571
23-Channel -Watt Mobile CB















High speed for wood and metals.
low for ceramic tilt. glass, etc.
Drives most accessories. Oonlife











Read both indoor temper-
ature, outdoor weather




Twelve-speed motor handles even
heavy bread dough. Mixer removes
for portable use. 2 bowls. 1-71/3
Open Sunday With
Other Specials
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Tom Gravely (center) of Danville and David R. Scott (right)
of Louisville, both representing Kentucky in the 1975 Mc-
Donald's All-American High School Band, receive
congratulations from internationally renowned musical con-
ductor Paul Lasalle, director of the Band. The Band members
will soon travel to Pasadena, California, where they will per-
form in the Tournament of Roses Parade to be telecast on
the NBC and CBS networks New Year's Day, beginning at
11:30 a. m., EST. They will also appear in "Doc Severinsen's
Rose Parade Preview" to be telecast at 10:45 a. m.. EST, im-
mediately prior to NBC-TV's parade coverage. The young
liusicians are among 102 of the nation's top high school
musicians — two from each state and the District of Colum-
bia — who are selected each year for the McDonald's All-




Oilfield Is Next Month
BARROW, Alaska (AP) —
Sometime next month, work-
men and equipment will be fer-
ried to the shores of remote
Lake Teshekpult and the long-
awaited tapping of what could
be Alaska's largest oilfield will
begin.
By winter's end, contractors
expect to have two of 26
tanned deep wells In operation
in the 37,000-square-mile area
southeast of here known as
Naval Petroleum Reserve No.
4.
-The potential is here — defi-
nitely," said Lt. Cmdr. Ter-
rence J. Woods, the Navy's offi-
cer in charge of the reserve.
''The odds are high, but given a
26-well program, we think we
are going to find some gas and
oil."
Just how much oil the crens
hired for the job by Husky Oil
NPR Operations Inc., will find
isn't certain. The government
two decades ago estimated 33
billion barrels, though some
say it may go as high as 100
billion.
The U.S. Geological Survey in
June reported the country's
proven reserves at 34.25 billion
barrels, a supply of something
over five years. The total did
not include unproven reserves,
nor did it include offshore oil.
Prospects alone suggested to
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 13-
Wash., the field may be -anoth-
er Kuwait."
Husky's crews will operate
20-DAY TEMPERATURE OUTLOOK
from a staging area on the
Beaufort Sea about 100 miles
southeast of here that is so re-
mote it is called "Lonely."
There are no roads into the icy
oilfield, so operations will be
supplied by air and, in some
cases, by tractor trains plying
an arduous overland route.
Pet-4, as the new field is
called, is west of Alaska's first
big oil find, Prudhoe Bay.
Prudhoe's recoverable re-
serves have been estimated
conservatively at 9.6 billion
barrels — enough oil to justify
construction of the 800-mile, $6
billion-plus trans-Alaska pipe-
line.
Woods said he expects Husky
to award necessary subcon-
_ tracts by the end of the month,
since drilling must be done be-
tween late December to mid-
May of each year.
During the first year, Husky
says it expects to spend about
$47 million for the work.
Bahamians descend
from British
Many Bahamians are the
descendants of British Loyal-
ists who fled the American
colonies during the War of In-
dependence.
Ties with the British Crown
still are strong, although the
Bahamas is now an independ-
ent nation_
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753-8777 Bel-Air Shopping Center Equal Opportunity EmployerLimit Rights Reserved 1BANKAMERICARD1-6 Sunday 
Acres of Free Parking
Ctoose from a selec-
tion of beautiful long
sleeve shirts in 65/
35 acetate/nylon
Many designs from





















Easy care bootie has cushion& ,
innersole and tie front for on

















oasts to your taste autornatical-







it's completely immersible -perc-








































































































Success Of Container Refund
Legislation Depends On Public -
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The sponsor of a bill requiring
retailers to give refunds on
beverage containers says the
success of the legislation de-
pends on public support.
"It's the kind of legislation
that will to some extent ad-
versely affect certain special
interests," state Sen. John Ber-
ry, D-New Castle said. "It's un-
fortunate that the special inter-
ests have a more effective lob-
by than the people.
"The success of the bill is go-
ing to depend on how vocal the
people are," he said. "If they
let their representatives know
how they fell the bill will pass.
If they don't, it won't."
Berry cited a poll conducted
by the University of Kentucky
last fall which showed 98 per
cent of Kentuckians favored re-
usable containers.
The senator introduced a sim-
ilar bill in the last session of
the legislature which died in
committee. Instead, the Gener-
al Assembly approved a resolu-
tion directing the legislative
Research Commission to study
Kentucky's litter problem and
potential effects of a so-called
bottle bill.
The study indicated that such
a bill would result in a signifi-
cant reduction in litter and
would probably increase jobs in
Kentucky breweries, battling
plants and retail stores where
returnables are handled.
Berry said Oregon, which
enacted a similar law in 1972,
hasn't experienced any reduc-
tion in employment as a result.
"These factories or industries
that bottle or place contents in
throwaway cans have got to
place the contents in some-
thing," he said. "If the bill
passes, they're not going to go
out of business or quit selling
soft drinks or beer—they're just
going to quit selling than in
that kind of container."
Berry said when he in-
troduced a bottle bill in the 1972
General Assembly, several leg-
islators received letters from
plant employes in their districts
who were afraid of losing their
jobs.
He said labor should support
the bill, rather than oppose it
as it did in 1974, because of the
LRC finding that it would result
in more jobs.
And he also hopes for some
increased support from people
who have become aware of the
litter problem.
"I've had some eastern Ken-
tucky members of the general
assembly—who've become a
little more conscious of that
problem in view of the dis-
cussion about the bottle bill last
time—tell me they have a dif-
ferent attitude about it now."
Kids More Particular When
Dealing With Santa This Year
Kids know what they want
for Christmas, precisely — by
brand name and price, Santa
Claus says.
Department store Santas, in-
terviewed in 10 cities across the
country, said boys this year are
asking for Evel Knievel stunt
cycles and action dolls — the
Six Million Dollar Man and oth-
ers of the G.I. Joe-type.
Girls wants dolls that walk,
dolls that talk, dolls that do
other things, and pizza ovens.
Ten-speed bikes, Star Trek
kits and walkie-talkies are pop-
ular. Baby That-a-Way, a doll
that crawls, leads the doll pa-
rade. And there are more re-
quests for electric trains than
in recent years, the Santas
said, and fewer requests for toy
guns.
But the thing the Santas most
consistently reported was the
increasing tendency of young
believers to ask for particular
toys by brand name. They cite
advertising as a major in-
fluence, and note also that chil-
dren seem to be more aware of
the price of toys.
"About every fifth boy asks
for the Six Million Dollar
Man," said Edward Sullivan,
Santa at a shopping center in
suburban Boston. "Whatever is
heavily advertised on TV is
what they ask for. They come
up knowing exactly what they
want, the brand names."
"I can tell just what toys are
being pushed hard by advertis-
ing agencies because the kids
name them by brand name," a
St. Louis Santa Claus added.
WHEN CHRISTMAS
PUTS A CRUNCH





Its the fish that made us famous • • our golden
fish fillets and fryes And the big dinner has a
little price. Or you can try our tender oysters.
cruncy clams, golden shrimp, and even chicken
peg legs
And during the big shopping rush. it's nice to
know at Long John Silver's you can be served
in a hurry and get a chance to relax in the
comfortable dining room. too. Or. if you prefer.
anything on the menu can be ready to
carry-out in just minutes
MERRY CHRISTMAS
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 South 12th St.
Most kids ask for three of
four things, the Santas said.
"They will come in with their
things all written out and even
have the prices beside it," said
Booker Lucas, in his fifth year
as Santa Claus at a downtown
department store in Columbus,
Ohio.
"They still believe in Santa
Claus. They try to help out how
they can — by bringing in the
ads and telling Santa how much
it's going to cost," said Lucas.
There are, of course, the un-
usual requests — giraffes, en-
cyclopedias, house boats and
ants.
"A little boy came up and
said he wanted a switch blade
and a gun. Finally he agreed
he'd settle for a play gun and
an Evel Knievel stunt cycle,"
said John Youngblood, a New
Orleans Santa.
DIAL-A-JUDGE—fudge C
division of San Francisco M
hearing by phone in his office.
and expensive" for lawyers to
pretrial hearings, so he started
telephone as a one-week e
has telephone operator call o
ference call, then preside over a
Nesup,,,s,
Goff, assigned to the civil
I Court, conducts pretrial
If decided it was "boring
in civil court through long
onducting them over the
ent. From his office, Goff
sing attorneys on a con-
Ihree-way conversation.
(AP Wirephoto)
Nader Says IRS Aid To Tax
Preparation Of Poor Quality
WASHINGTON (AP)
People asking the Internal Rev-
enue Service for help in filling
out their tax returns are more
likely to get bad advice than
good advice, a Ralph Nader or-
ganization says.
In addition, the government
will hold taxpayers responsible
for making up any under-
payments resulting from IRS
errors, the organization told a
House subcommittee on Mon-
day.
The NadW'group also said
the taxpayer may get even
worse advice by taking his
taxes to a private outfit rather
than getting IRS help.
After concluding an analysis
based on the IRS' own surveys
of the accuracy of both private
and government tax advice,
Louise Brown of Ralph Nader's
Tax Reform Research Group
said, "If these striking figures
do not convince Congress that
something is wrong with our
federal income tax law, nothing
ever will."
The inaccuracy of the IRS
tax advice is the fault of Con-
gress, Charles Davenport of the
Congressional Budget Office
told a House subcommittee
Monday.
"Given the complexity of our
federal income tax laws, I
would think nothing but errors
could be expected," said Da-
venport, who spent a year
studying the Internal Revenue
Service for the Administration
Conference of the United
States.
IRS Commissioner Donald C.
Alexander also said the tax
laws are too complex. Subcom-
mittee Chairman Benjamin S.
Rosenthal, D-N.Y., added, "It
appears to be unanimous that
the law is too complex."
Mrs. Brown presented her ta-
bulations of an IRS survey of
374,000 returns covering tax
year 1971. The survey showed
that of the returns where the
IRS provided assistance, 55 per
cent contained errors. Consid-
ering only those returns where
the taxpayers itemized their de-
ductions, the error rate hit 74.3
per cent.
One of the reasons the wit-
nesses and congressman fixed
the blame on congressional tax
legislators rather than the IRS
was that even highly qualified
professional return preparers
lath as certified public accoun-
jets and attorneys fared no
better.
The certified public accoun-
tants had an error rate of 61.7
per cent over-all and 68 per
cent on returns with itemized
deductions. For attorneys the
over-all error rate was 66.4 per
cent and the itemized deduction
returns error rate was 78 per
cent. Storefront and similar
commercial preparers had a 79
per cent error rate over-all and
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TENOR COMMISSIONS
SONG CYCLE
NEW YORK (AP) — Tenor
Kenneth Riegel, who was born
in the Pennsylvania-Dutch com-
munity of Womelsdorf, has
commissioned a work for the
Bicentennial from American
composer Stephen Douglas Bur-
tad.
The song cycle for tenor and
orchestra, "Songs of the Tul-
pehocken," is based on texts by
Pennsylvania German poets,
reflecting the traditions of the
Tulpehocken Settlement found-
ed by the Palatine Germans in
the early 1700s.
Tulpehocken is an Indian
word denoting "land of the tur-
tles."









1/2 cup chopped raisins




I tablespoon lemon pike
4cup BAKER'S* ANGEL
FLAKE* Coconut






I egg, slightly beaten
1/2 cup light cream
G3mbine fruits, V3 cup sugar, the water, lemon iuice,
and coconut in saucepan. Cook- and stir over low heat
until sugar is dissolved and mixture well blended; coca.
Mix flour with 3 tablespoons sugar, the baking powder.
and salt. Cut in shortening. ,•%dd egg and cream, stirring
to form soft dough. Turn out on lightly floured board
and knead 20 tunes. Roll int, an Iflx8x1/4-inch rectangle.
Spread filling evenly over citigh, almost to edges. Rollas for lien), roil; moisten edges and press together to seal
Form into a ring off greased baking sheet. Cut 2-inch
slices with scissors oM outci edge, almost through the
ring. Turn slices cut-side-up, overlapping the edges
Bake at 40ry fix 20 to 25 minutes. Glaze and decorate.
if desired. Serve warm
"My Christmas Coffee Ring. I've been baking it
every Christmas since the snow of '21. It's delicious
— full of raisins and candied fruits.
"The young ones around here always leave Santa
a big slice on Christmas Eve. But just between us,
it's even better served warm on Christmas morn-
ing. Try it. Just talking about it makes me hungry.
"And make certain the coffee
you serve with it is just as good.
That's why I only sell one kind
— Maxwell House?"
"I think it tastes best:
—Cora
()General Nods Corpus anon 1175
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STORE COUPON
Save 17C
when you buy any size can or bag of Maxwell House°
or Maxwell Howe Electra-Peek* Cake
MR ,,ROCER Cssneral Pee& Corsair will mien dam owprast 174 plus 44 lowedltry
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We exult in the glory of the
Birth of Our Lord. With





Tuned up to sing your praises and say
thanks to our patrons for your loyalty and




If ever there was a true
world traveler he has to be
Santa Claus.
A lot of folks may think
Santa came to life first in
1622, When Dr. Clement C.
Moore gave him ever lasting
fame in his poem, 'The Night
Before Christmas." Not 90.
Santa, with one name or
another, has been around
Arne 1,700 years and has
visited in most regions of the
globe. It's just that he
became popular as "Santa
Claus" in Dr. Moore's poem,
which pictures the fabled gift-
giver as a "jolly old elf" with
"a round little belly that
shook when he laughed like a
bowl full of jelly."
Before that poem, Santa
often was pictured as thin,
tall, short or obese, according
to where he was at the time.
Not only that, but Santa
originally rode earth-bound
horses instead of reindeer in
the sky. And in some nations
be delivered gifts at times
other than Ctristrnas Eve or
Christmas day.
If you're wondering why
Santa has white hair,\At's
those 1,700 years of ma ing
toys and then delivering them
to every corner of the earth.
Santa began his ap-
prenticeship in the fourth
Century in Turkey, which has
nothing to do with why we eat
turkey on Christmas Day.
The Turks called him St.
Nicholas, the patron saint of
children, because of his
kindness and generosity. St.
Nicholas, or St. Nick, has
stuck as one of Santa's
monickers over the centuries.
In a spirit of fun, the Scots
adopted St. Nick and
christened him "Abbot of
Unreason" and "Lord of
Misille." The British raised
him to a higher station and
crowned Santa "King of the
In Germany, religious
leader Martin lather in the
1400's decreed Christmas as
the birthday of Christ and put
emphasis on the fact that the
three Wise Men took the Child





















diein," after the Christ Child,
and for a time German
children thought it was He
who brought gifts secretly on
Christmas Eve.
When German people




Kringle. It still is used today
among some families in this
country.
It was the Dutch people
who finally began calling St.
Nicholas "Santa Claus." The
Norwegians call their Santa
"Julienissen" while the
lady Santa in Italy is named
"La Befona."
As for his clothes, Santa
has tried a variety of styles.
And he rode a horse until the
Scandinavians put him in a
sleigh because it snows so
much in that part of the
world. Then the reindeer
learned to fly, and so did
Santa.
The Scandinavians were
thinking of the Norse god,
Thor, who was said to have
ridden through the sky in a
chariot. Santa's red coat was
selected to be reminiscent of
the pagan feast of Yule.
While Christmas Eve finds
Santa the busiest, he delivers
gifts on a lot of other dates in
various countries. In Mexico,
Spain and Italy, presents are
given Jan. 6. Called "The
Twelfth Day of Christmas,"
"Epiphany" and "Day of the
Three Kings," it's the day
when the Wise Man presented




Plants are living gifts. To
keep them going for the
holidays and after, here are
some tips:
Azalea: Keep moist and
cool. After flowers fade, cut
them back a little. They can
summer out-of-doors and
should be fed monthly un-
til the early fall.
Christmas Pepper: Keep
in full sun with moist soil,
but cool. Summer outdoors.
Cyclamen: Keep cool, and
In full sun (550 or cooler).
Keep soil moist and mist
daily. Dry out as flowers
fade. Rest in shade outdoors.
Growth will be restored in
late summer by watering
Kalanchoe: Keep in full
sun allowing the soil to dry
out between waterings. Cut
1 back after flowering and
rest in shade in summer
with infrequent watering.
To start regrowth in late
summer, feed and move in-
to full sun.
Poinsettia: Keep in full
sun but out of drafts and
keep soil moist. Water deep-
ly until red bracts drop,
then reduce watering and
cut back. Feed every month
and summer outdoors.
Prune leggy shoots and
bring indoors before first
frost. From October 1 to
Thanksgiving, keep in com-
plete darkness from sunset
to sunrise, to start flowers.
The first day of the New
Year is gift-giving day in
France and Scotland. English
children have their visits
from Santa on the day after
Christmas or Christmas Eve.
But universal in all nations
Is the legend that children
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... and hoping the music and magic ofa
glorious Christmas will be yours every
moment of your holiday. We add a
happy note of thanks for your
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"Have A Dairy Christmas"
111111.0.111
O.%
'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS . and Lee Smith*, was well
prepared with cookios, charts* canapes and rndli for a visit from Miss
Sento CNN . Kentucky's State Dairy Princess Venoilio McKee (And





24 small Nokias or
12 ginger Santos
Preheated 350' oven






VT cup (I stick) Natter
Ve cup firmly pocked brown sugar
44s cup dark molasses
1 *gg, beaten
1 teaspoon hot water
1 teaspoon vinegar
Sift flour with rest of the dry in-
gredients. Cream butter and sugar.
Add molasses. egg and beat limit
smooth. Fold in sifted dry ingted-
tents. Add water. Sinegar .ind
blend. Cover dough and chill for at
kast 2' hours. Roll out ion lightly
floured hoard to 1 4 -inch thickness
and cut with cookie cutters. Excel-
lent for Christmas shapes. Place on
buttered cookie sheets and hake I5-
20 minutes. Remove front oven.
Transfer cookies to cake racks to
cool. Frost or decorate as esired.
FLORENTINES
Nis thoroughly




Ve cup grated Nong• peel
VS cup oll-pwrpose flour
Spread cookie sheet with unsalted
butter. Drop batter from teaspoon
well apart. Bake until brown --
about le to 15 minutes. Watch
carefully. When cool, dip in melted
semi-sweet chocolate by placing
cookies on picks. Makes about 30





VT cup brown Sugar








VT cup chopped walnuts
Vs rap semi-sweet chocolate bits
Drop hatter front teaspoon on well-
buttered cookie sheet. Rake at 375°





Cheiry Printeiss litiNellia McKee natural-
ly chocesos a row for her Christmas
Coke (carved from hair favorite angel
food Nakao prepared in • square Gm
pan end iced with a mixture of whip-
ped cream, chopped wok...es ONI
aNrockims cherries






1 cup grated CHEDDAR CHEESE
1 teaspoon Worchestershir• Sauce
V2 teaspoon paprika
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
Toast on one side. small rounds of
bread. Spread tintoasted side with
mixture and place under broiler
for 5 or 6 minutes until cheese is






VT cup GRATED CHEESE
V* cup finely choppad shrimp
teaspoon soli
1/2 nip mayonnaise
Pile mixture lightly on crackers,
melba or plain toast rounds. Gar-
nish with 1/2 shrimp cut lengthwise,
and broil until lightly brown.
• ikttite brbotirs2. -
EASY CANAPES
Quick Spreads
• MINCED LOBSTER (or shrimp),
horseradish to taste, chopped chives,
SOUR CREAM
• MASHED SARDINES, CREAM CHEESE,
grated anion, fresh lemon juice
• GRATED PARMESAN CHEESE,
YOGURT, chopped chives
• MINCED CUCUMBERS, chopped
Nord-boiled egg', SOUR CREAM
• MINCED MUSHROOMS, SAUSAGE,
CREAM CHEESE
• COCONUT, CHOPPED PECANS„--
FRUIT FLAVORED YOGURT Raith, Rt. 5-Bx 248, Benton,
Aho‘g spicail on crackers. Jesse . 10 5. lien
cm:umber slices. or small stale -nut
TEA TREATS
Moisten tream cheese with whole
milk and add chopped ginger and
chopped nuts to taste. Coconut
may also be used. Spread on —
brown bread.
Moisten 3-oz. package of cream
cheese with whole milk and add
2 tablespoons of your favorite
marmalade. Spread on date-nut
bread.
EASY BUTTER SPREADS
Boat until soft. Ve cup butter Add
1./T teaspoon Nolen Nice or Worcester-
shire sauce and VT teaspoon grated
onion plus your choice of 2 table,-
spoons rhopprti parsley or watercress,
3/4 cup grated cheese, 1 tablespoon
Anchovy paste, 1 tablespoon horse-
radish, or 2 tablespoons chili sauce





Baby Boy Venza ( mother
Lynda M.), 801 Minerva,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Bonnie Smith, 602
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Dana
Crouch, Rt. 1-Bx 259A, Far-
mington, Mrs. Dianne M.
McSwain, 607 Walnut, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Debe K. Elliott, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Willie M. Ross,
307 Harsing Rd., Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Maxine Craig. P. 0. Box
61, Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Janice K.
McClard, 602 S. 11th., Murray,
Mrs. Patricia A. Baker, 1635
Catalina, Murray, Mrs. Linda J
Speer, Rt. 4, Kevil, David K.
York, 414S. 10th., Murray, Mrs
Linda D. Erwin, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Patricia Richardson, 107
N. 17th., Murray, Mrs. Dianna
May, Rt. 5-Bx 690, Murray, Mrs.
Mary J. Allen, Rt. 4-Bx 357,
Benton, Jonathan Coleman,
New Concord, Mrs. Mary 1.
Holey, Rt. 1-Bx 13A. Dexter, E
B. Conner, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs
Brenda S. Allen, P. 0. Box 9.
Mayfield, Leland L. Lawrence,
Rt. 1, Kirkaer Mrs. Sharon D.
Owens, Coach Estates B-3,
Murray, Robert Hornsby, 813
Olive, Murray, Joseph
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter. James I.
Hendricks, Box 38, Hazel, Mrs.
Stella S. Futrell, Rt. 6-Bx 181,
Murray, Mrs. Anna Kuhn, 319
lrvan, Murray, Mrs. Gladys ..I.
rSMART SANTAS
SHOP...
Radio lhaeht. P,TEI CHRISTMASLA T H l GN ;\
SALE! ‘6 MORE DAYS!










Our TP-8 is Santa s choice
for a small stereo starter
system! Play car tapes at home. add phono
or tuner later because the amplifier is
excellent Separate volume, balance tone



















Basic bargain for the whole family! Does
basic math plus percentage and chain
Auto constant, floating decimal. bright
8-digit display Battery included
SAVE, 
s5 aina* Mt sea
REALISTIC WHITE










Radio Shack inhoclucad Is famous
low-cost Realistic CO line in 1960
and nas been a wand leader in
CiliZOnf Bend to, 16 tears While
Some of Realistic s 16 'adios may
be in short supply at times it II be
worth your while to WAIT FOR
REALISTIC if you have lo) •nd
*void the hassle and problems of
dealing with Store X end Brand X
We also make our own Archer line
01 CB antennas crystals coal
cables and accessories These are
in falrly good supply today
Realistic CO is sold and serviced
ONLY by Radio Shack in our over
4000 shops in the USA and










Reg 6 95 195 68
SAVE $100
le;
GIVE OUR REALISTIC® STA-82
AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER AT 33% OFF!
Enjoy holiday music with this great
audio value' Auto-Magic it FM
tuning. Glide-Path R volume and
balance controls. exclusive
Ouatravoxiti 4-speaker capability
Much more! There's only one place




SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICE ON A
COMPLETE STA-82 MUSIC SYSTEM!
Regular Separate
Items Price 474 80$329
. Realistic STA-82 AM-FM Stereo Receiver with
Automatic FM Tuning
. Two MC-1000 Walnut Veneer Bookshelf Speaker Systems











19.95 II I 33-1048
•..
SAVE $2357°
GIANT PRICE CUT ON COMPLETE
REALISTIC AM-FM 2/4 CHANNEL SYSTEM
Regular Separate




. Four MC-1000 Walnut Veneer Bookshelf Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB 12C Automatic Changer with Base and
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WE CLOSE AT 7 P.M. CHRISTMAS EVE, DEC. 24 AND














Turkeys 10-20 LI. AVG . . LB. 784 1/4 Country Ham LB.$188
Canned Ham •
STORE PACKED
SLICED SLAB BACON LB.$1
FROZEN
BAKING
WHITE • 100 CT.
PAPER PLATES PKG.894
PET • NON FAT
DRY MILK 12 QT
1 ICA PAPER
4NAPKINS 180 a...
.1 DEL MONTE • WHOLE 303
GREEN BEANS ...
DEL MONTE • 46 oz.
TOMATO JUICE 
DEL MONTE










































































AWARD SOUTHSIDE: 1100" NORTHSIDE: 600'
17000
LAST WEEK'S NAME DRAWN
SOUTHSIDE NORTHSIDE
Mrs. C. C. Thomas
CARDS NOT PUNCHED
VEG-ALL • 303 CAN
MIXED VEGETABLES • •• 294
STOVE TOP • CHICKEN OR CORNBREAD
STUFFING 701 SS'
WILDERNESS
CHERRY PIE FILLING ... 594












MRS. SMITH'S • GOLDEN DELUXE
APPLE OR
PEACH PIE 44 oz.  $1.59
RRY PIE 44 oz. . . .$1.79
FROZEN
Orange
Juice 12 oz.  49
JENO'S • ASSORTED
PIZZA SNAKC
TRAY 701.  994
MR. C • FRESH FROZEN
COCONUT PKG. 
PILLSBURY 4 PACK •




PKG OF 2-9" SHELLS
DEL MONTE
Fruit
Cocktail 303 CAN 39'
DEL MONTE • 11 oz.
NDARINE ORANGES • • 39'
READY•TO•BAKE














Corn 303 CAN 
AT JIM ADAMS IGA - THE WELCOME MAT IS ALWAYS OUT
FOR YOU - THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY DEC. 19 & 20.
FROM 9A.M. tiI 6 P.M. - WE WILL SERVE FREE HOT COFFEE
and COOKIES
DROP BY AND VISIT WITH US* WE CAREI
LITTLE NAP
PEAS 303 CAN 29"





LYSOL SPRAY 21 oz
ALL GRINDS
Coffee 1
KRAFT • 6 STICK • 1 Lb.
MIRACLE MARGARINE


































HOLIDAYS! ,.f•. .... . .
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you and your loved ones
share your joy we wish you
cheer and good wishes at C hlistmas.
Marcille's Fashions
816 Coldwater Rd. 753-8512
your loved ones.
Serving you is always
a pleasure.
thanks.
May your hearth and home be blessed
this Christmas. Thanks to our
loyal friends and patrons for putting




Dreams of the Sugar Plum
Fairy and beautiful imaginings










Recession or not, a lot of
Americans have signed up for
Christmas cruises to the
Mediterranean, the Caribbe-
an or the Mexican Riviera.
Cruise ship companies
earlier this year had been
bracing for a comparatively
slack Yule holiday trade on
the high seas. Not so, say
travel agents.
"Even though the nation's
economy hasn't recovered
completely as the Christmas
holidays roll around, people
with a little money set aside
seen to be taking the attitude
that they won't live forever,
so why not go ahead and take
the cruise they always
wanted," says Frank Am-
bler, operator of a travel
agency for the last 30 years.
"It's also a good sign that
people have confidence the
country is on the way back
from the economic do!-
The cruise lines, despite
their surprise over the flood
of Christmas bookings, are
ready and willing. Most of the
lines offer package tours into
the three temperate areas at
fares estimated by Ambler at
8 to 10 per cent higher than
last year.
"Most of the holiday
cruises this year will range in
time from a week to two
weeks, with some 11-day trips
sandwiched in," he says.
"There will be a few up to 32
days, but the 42-day and 62-
day cruises to the Orient have
just about ended for now.
"Either they are too expen-
sive or people just don't have
that much time to devote to
travel anymore — even the
people with plenty of money.
They likely will come back,
though, as times get better."
Cruises to Europe or Alas-
ka, of course, are out during
the winter months, but the
world traveler likely can sign
up now for a few sea voyages
to the Orient, according to
Ambler.
The airlines have come up
with Christmas low-fare tour
packages for the family, he
says, and some people even
like to ride trains so well they
look forward to spending part
of the Yule season listening to
the clickety-clack of railroad
wheels.
If you've priced the Christ-
mas season tours before, just
add from 8 to 10 per cent to
last year's tab and you'll
come up with about what it
will cost to sail into the
Mediterranean or the Carib-
bean or to visit the West
Coast Mexican ports of
Mazatlan, Puerto Vallarta,
Acapulco and others.
In the Caribbean, most of
the cruises stop at such island
ports as San Juan, St. Thom-
as, Martinique, Montego Bay,
Port-au-Prince and Nassau,
because of their long-stand-
ing popularity with American
tourists. There are fly-cruise
packages, too, Ambler points
out
U.& cruise ships celebrate
Christmas on board in tradi-
tional American style, with
Christmas Eve and Christ-
mas day nondenominational
religious services and of
course with the all-American
Yule dinner.
If you should spend the sea-
son aboard a British ship —
and travel agents can ar-
range this easily — you'd
celebrate in the "olde" Eng-
lish style, with traditional
carol-singing and activities
with a tinge of Dickens to
them.
Anyhow, says Ambler, if
you're thinking about a jour-
ney at sea or a flying holiday
vacation in Hawaii, so are
thousands of other Amer--
Ca .
Pocketbook-wise, figure
from $550 to $980 for a one and
two-week journey respective-
ly — then add the estimated 8
to 10 per cent of a holiday
tour. its up to you how much
the trip will cost on top of
that
Holly-Day Hum
Sprigs of holly should be
placed in beehives at Christ-
mas. So says an old English
Christmas tradition. This
custom stems from the leg-
end that, at the Manger.
bees gathered to hum a
hymn of Joy.
Wishing you a holiday ‘Jammed full of -
the treasures and delights of a
wonderful Yuletide! To you and yours,
Merry Chris!mas.
Murray Appliance
212 E. tAain Co. 753-1586
Wishing you all the
blessings of a Joyous
Holiday Season.
185
Bringing old fashioned joys to warm
your heart at Christmastide.
Our gratitude for your support.
Kelley Pest Control
100 S 13111 753-3914
41/,,est tas
Santa drisem your $iay with our
aineere %Wu.. for a holiday.
Your trioit and confidence are a -
prkilege—thank. to fitIr
Stokes Tractor &




Are you wracking your
brain trying to come up with
that special finishing touch
for your holiday decorating?
Or maybe there's someone on
your Christmas gift list who's
impossible to buy for.
Why not let a Christmas
candle be the answer. But
this year, instead of going out
and buying one, make your
own.
It's a fun project for the
whole family to take a hand in
and the finished product is
something which everyone
will be proud to see dis-
played.
All it takes is a few paraffin
blocks and a little imagina-
tion and you've created
glamorous, professional-
looking candles for home dec-
oration or gifts.
Your local hobby shop
should have everything you'll
need including: paraffin wax
blocks, molds, coloring and
wicks.
You might even prefer to
shun the commercial molds
and fashion your own out of
milk cartons, tin cans or any-
thing else which you might
come up with.
Remember that candle
making is very free-form and
practically any material can
be used in some way from
sand to give the exterior a
rough finish to pieces of drift
wood to use as unique holders
to cotton string or an old
shoelace to serve as a wick.
Coloring can even cane
from shaved crayons or food
dyes.
As with most projects,
there are a few simple steps
which should always be fol-
lowed:
— Always melt the wax in a
double boiler.
— Allow the wax to cool un-
til a fine film forms on the
surface before you begin
pouring.
— Prepare your wicks in
advance by soaking the string
or twine in a solution of salt,
borax and water for about
two hours. Mix two table-
spoons of salt and four table-
spoons of borax in two cups of
water.
—To make candles harder,
longer burning and more
opaque, add one to three ta-
blespoons of stearic acid or
stearine per pound of melted
wax. This is available at most
drugstcres.
— Trirn the top of a milk
carton which has been rein-
forced by wrapping masking
or plastic tape around the
outside. Coat the inside of the
carton with Cooking oil so the
candle can slide out easily.
— Punch a small hole in the
center of the carton bottom
and slip in waxed wicking, ty-
ing a knot in the end. Draw
the wick tight and tie it to a
pencil which is placed across
the open carton top. Be sure
the wick is centered.
—Cover the knot hole in the
carton bottom with tape to
prevent leakage.
— Add your favorite color-
ing to about two and a half
pounds of paraffin wax, then
pour a half inch of wax into
the carton and let cool and
harden. Then slowly add the
rest of the wax.
— Let the carton cool over-
night. Cut the knot from the
bottom of the 'wick and slide
the candle out of the mold.
If you dig special effects
you might try placing a 10-
inch candle in a carton, sur- -
rounding it with crushed ice
cubes and quickly pouring
melted wax over the cubes
and candle. Cool for an hour
and remove from the carton.
Does a little glitter turn you
on? Just brush hot wax on the
candle's surface, then sprin-
kle with glitter, spangles or
metallic dust.
If you'd rather fill the room
with your favorite scent of in-
cense or perfume just add a





As you experience the
transcendent Joy of this
Yuletide, may your blessings




1914 Coldwater Rd. 753-2900
Our faithful friends and patrons
check out high on our register.
For this we say thanks, its a pleasure to serve you.
IRay you, our dear friends, be blessed
with a joyous Christmas filled with





Today, mistletoe is hung
in doorways at holiday time.
Kissing beneath it brings
good luck to those fortunate
enough to meet there.
In ancient times, It was
believed that mistletoe had
more control over luck, good
and bad. A bit of mistletoe
hung over a doorway was
said to ward off evil.
A later belief held that
mistletoe boughs hung for
Christmas had to be re-
moved by Candlemas Eve
(February 1) , or each leaf
would bring forth a goblin
to harass the household for
the rest of the year.
Have a 14
Merry Christmas
The beauty of Christmas
reflects the beauty of our
patrons. Thanks for
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BEWARE OF RACKETS
If you're going to be
charitable at Christmas, be
careful how you go about it.
This is the annual warning
of police bunco squads and
Better Business Bureaus
(BBB) across the land. Their
advice sterns from long ex-
perience with complaints that
money intended for the needy
wound up with the greedy.
To make sure this doesn't
happen to your charitable
contributions, police and
BBB officials have come up
with a manual of dos and
don'ts. They suggest you fol-
low them, especially during
the Yule season when con
artists are lurking around
every corner looking for an
easy buck.
in the midst of the
holiday flurry and
fun, we want to take
time to wish all our
friends a Christmas

















Moreover, the list makes a
lot of sense for the rest of the?
year as well, if you're
charity-minded.
First of all, the list empha-
sizes, what you don't know
CAN hurt you. Always ask all
charity solicitors to show
their identification cards and
read then carefully. The fine




causes to carry ID cards,
issued only after the charity
and their connection with it
have been investigated.
Next, remember that a
ruse by another name is still
a con game. Charity
"pitches" tlrough the mail,
often on ornate letterheads
listing the names of promi-
nent people, aren't always
legitimate.
If you're not familiar with
the organization, better
check it out with the proper
authorities before you con-
tribute. The U.S. Postal Serv-
ice is interested, too, for
phony charity groups which
use the mails to defraud are
liable for federal prosecution.
Bunco detail officers espe-
cially warn the unsuspecting
to be wary of door-to-door
salesmen who arrive during
the Yule season to sell wares
and claim the proceeds will
go to charity.
Even solicitors wearing so-
called "official uniforms"
are not always legitimate.
It's a wise idea to demand
credentials. Another good
Idea is to make sure the mer-
chandise is something you
actually can use.
Perhaps the phoniest of all
Christmas "pitchmen" are
the telephone artists, and
that's not just a pun. If a
charity solicitor calls to make
his pitch by phone instead of
appearing personally, simply
hang up.
Don't fall for the youth-
must-be-served gimmick at
Cnri.strnas time, or any other
time, for that matter, Chil-
dren soliciting for established
youth agencies should be ac-
companied by an adult with a
proper identification card.
One of the oldest of Yule
rackets is to send a child to
the door to make the pitch
while the adult waits in the
car around the corner.
By now you must have de-
cided that the best way to
contribute to charity and
know where your contribu-
tions are going is to donate
through reputable philan-
thropic organizations well
known in the community for
many years.
They'll show you where
your money goes — how
much is earmarked for fund-
raising expenses and how
much actually reaches the
needy.
If you haven't decided to
take the latter route, it's time
you did.
Lavish Feast
At Christmas, in the year
1492, when Columbus wa.s
spending his day in the
New World, King Henry VII
gave one of his most sump-
tuous feasts. The King
(1485-1509) , the Queen and
nv!mbers of the court dined
on no less than 120 different
dishes . . . with peacock as
Its climax! He observed hol-
iday customs lavishly, to
say the least, serving among
the many delicacies a pop-
ular dish called "frumenty "
made by adding sugar and





























May that special star that guided the
Wise Men to the manger, shine forever
more in the heart of all mankind. Our









LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
There have been numerous for-
mulas over the years designed
to prevent the cut tree from
drying out durbsg its indoor
stay over the holiday season,
but the experts say the only in-
gredient needed is water.
"One thing you can do is
make a fresh slanting cut at
the base of your Christmas tree
and pound the end and soften it
up," WHAS radio farm director
Barney Arnold said here Sun-
day. "Then put the tree in hot
water—as hot as it comes out
of the facet and the tree will
absorb a lot of the moisture
and that way you don't have a
lot of additives," he said.
Over the years, there have
been commercial products and
recipes for homemade con-
coctions made from sugar,
glycerin, syrup, bleach or other
Ingredients and designed to
keep the Chistmas tree green
when allowed to stand in a con-
tainer of the stuff.
"The way we always kept our
tree green," said University of
Kentucky College of Agricul-
ture writer Nevyle Shackelford
of Beattyville, "was to set it in
a pan of water and that will
keep the needles from drying
up. Just plain water will do the
trick."
"We never recommend any-
thing like a special mixture,"
said W.A. Jeffers, director of
the Davey Tree Research Cen-
ter, Kent, Ohio, "because I've
never tried it.
"I just don't know how much
truth there might be in that.
I've beard of these concoctions
people have made up to make
cut trees greener and fresher,
but I don't know if there is any
bases for their use," he added.
Jeffers also suggested re-cut-
ting the tree just above the
original cut "and keep it in wa-
ter while it's outside, then get
one of these stands that will
hold water and keep it filled."
Editor Rob Trowbridge of
The Old Farmer's Almanac,
Dublin, N.H., said "instead of
using a regular stand use a
bucket filled with sand and
keep putting water in the
sand."
Trowbridge said if you can
find a container big enough,
you can even put the tree in a
stand and lower the stand into
the container and fill it with
sand.
"The sand will help keep the
tree up and since a tree can
take as much as a quart of wa-
ter a day, it's a good way to
keep it watered," Trowbridge
added.
"That's the best proven
method of keeping a tree go-
ing," Trowbridge added, "and
keep the water to it."
The sky's the limit for
Santa and our glowing
holiday wishes for you.
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errily, errily, we sing our
thanks and warm wishes for harmony
and joy through Christmas.
Lovett Brothers
Gulf Service
W.shang you a holKiav p.koI • 1th gond • oh,
aod our thanks
Frosty the snowman and we,
hope all your holidays are
happy days! Heartfelt wishes
--Aid thanks to all our friends.
•041.1






















Best wishes for a model Christma
overflowing with happy days.
Thanks to our loyal friends for
their confidence.
Christmas means the most at
home—warm and festive with your loved
ones. In the spirit of this universal holiday





Temporary employment plentiful around Yuletide
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Christmas time can be a
joyous occasion for people
who believe that a few weeks'
work is better than none,
especially in this period of
high unemployment.
Jobs that most of the year
either don't exist or already
are filled seem to bob up
during and before the
Christmas holidays.
That's when the privately
operated temporary em-
ployment agencies have their
busiest season.
Probably the most well-
known Christmas time job is
that of playing Santa Claus in
department stores, at parties
or anywhere else where there
is Yule spirit and there are
kiddies around.
The employment agencies
get a lot of requests for part-
time Santas. This year they
expect to have even more ap-
plicants than ever, especially
in areas where the unemploy-
ment figures are high.
Of course, playing Santa
isn't as simple as it sounds.
There's more to it than
merely wearing a bright-
colored costume with a pillow
in front or shouting: "Ho-ho-
ho." Matter of fact, the
agencies instruct their Santas
not to holler that, because it
often scares small children.
To make sure their Santas
are convincing, many
agencies require that they go
to school to learn the ropes. A
few years ago you could walk
in off the street and land a
Santa job if you had the voice
and a little personality.
Today you don't need a
diploma, but it helps.
Along the international
borders, such as Canada and
Mexico, Santa applicants
often must be bilingual. In
eastern Canada French is as
common a language as
English.
Once he has learned the dos
and don'ts of being a bona
fide Santa, the successful
applicant can earn from $100
to $150 a week, depending on
his employer. He pays no
billion for his Kris Kringle
schooling, which includes
such procedures as how to
apply makeup, put on the
Santa costume and emit a
belly laugh that will delight
rather than frighten children.
But Christmas seasonal
jobs aren't confined to play-
acting as Santa. Mrs.
Patricia Allot, who with her
husband operates a tem-
porary employment service,
says department stores and
gift shops are major em-
ployers of Yuletide help.
"Most large stores and
many small ones need people
to gift-wrap and demonstrate
gifts ranging from roller
skates to reducing
machines," she says.
"In addition to extra help in
clothing arid shoe depart-
ments, many stores need
trained people to sell and
demonstrate cosmetics and
ROUND TABLE
King Arthur's Round Ta-
ble is traditionally believed
to have been the site of the
first Christmas feast, Refer-
ences to the famous king
have been traced back to as
early as 600 AD.
May you and yours find inspiration and love
at Christmastide, as
you remember the





perfumes. Some stores train
their own temporary em-
ployes. Others require that
they are already trained in
whatever line they're hired to
sell." •
Since every year there are
literally hundreds of new
products on the market
around Christmas time,
demonstrators usually are in
sharp demand, Mrs. Allot
points out.
Children often need in-
struction in how to assemble
and operate mechanical toys,
she says. One year a new
"clickety-clack" toy came on
the market. A lot of tem-
porary help was required to
show the tots how to work
their fingers to make the toy
-clickety-clack," Mrs. Alloi holidays can be a time to earn
recalls, enough money to get a little
Her point is that for the enjoyment out of the Yule
Olen, the pre-Christmas season.




Voices ring... hearts sing... echoing the happy spirit and delight of this holiday
season. While "visions of sugar plums dance in our heads" we take this time to
express our pleasure knowing you and to say thank you for your patronage.
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